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ABSTRACT

Education in Haiti has changed dramatically since 1988 as a result of political and
social instability. Haiti has also experienced the exodus of families and children to other
countries due to the country's instability. Many administrators, teachers, and policy
makers who do not understand the changing elements in Haiti and its educational
structure are not able to meet the needs of students in Haiti or Haitian students who
relocate in other countries.
The research explored the impact of turbulent political changes in Haiti on
education from 1988 to 2008; this period encompasses the first democratic election in
1990 and the exchange of multiple political regimes since then. Specifically, political
violence has repeatedly and frequently caused schools to close when politicians and
protestors are on the street for their personal agendas. An open ended survey consisting
of ten questions was utilized to interview teachers in Haiti in their native language about
their experiences when there is political protest. The findings indicated that political
violence has an impact on students' performance in school. However, poverty is the most
salient factor that affects the educational system in Haiti. Other findings suggested that
the Haitian government should be more involved in education by providing public
schools with necessary school materials as well as establishing a daily lunch program in
every school. The data were collected prior to the January 12, 2010 earthquake in Haiti.
The researcher made recommendations on how to revamp the school system. This study
also suggested ways in which teachers, as transformative intellectuals, may assume the
role of promoting change in the socialization process to improve education in Haiti
(Teachers College, 2004).
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Introduction and Background of the Problem
Throughout world history, political and ethnic rivalries have caused violence in
societies. This historical fact is particularly true in Haiti where members of a certain
political party do not support the government agenda; the disagreement often turns into a
political conflict that leads to protests and even armed rebellions. Many of these political
tensions have made their way into schools and classrooms and have contributed to
creating an unstable atmosphere (Ntshoe, 1999). This political strife, often fueled by
political parties and disgruntled people, still persists despite democratic governance and a
new social order since 2006.
The establishment of governmental elections at the local, parliamentary, and
presidential levels during 2006 represents an historic step toward a democratic
transformation in a historically politically chaotic country. The reinstatement of a
legitimate political order enables the implementation of significant economic
improvements for the large portion of the population struggling with poverty. However,
underlying political tensions continue to threaten the stability established by this
constitutional order. So far, efforts to control this situation have seen only partial
success. 1
Political upheaval and violence in Haiti have their roots in the complex history of
the country's inhabitants. Before the settlement of Europeans, early native Haitian
inhabitants of the country included the "Tainos," a group of Indians from the Arawak
1

In April 2008, there was a riot caused by the high price of food; as a result, international donors promised
more funding.

tribes. Haitian history began in 1791 when African slaves were brought to the land as part
of a labor force to support European masters who had settled in Haiti in the late fifteenth
century. Haiti became known as France's Pearl of the Antilles in the eighteenth century,
due to its reputation as the richest and most productive French colony during French
colonization. In January 1804, the slaves rebelled against their French masters in an effort
to proclaim their independence. This was the first successful slave revolution resulting in
the creation of Haiti as the world's first black republic (Arthur, 2002).
Haitian Diaspora, or emigrant, groups emerged out of two notable moments in the
history of the homeland. In the first event, the early emigrants left the country between
1789 and 1803, the peak years of the French and Haitian revolution, and settled in
neighboring areas of Cuba, Jamaica, Trinidad, Martinique, Guadeloupe, metropolitan
areas of France, and the United States. Later, during the Haitian revolution, slaves
became refugees after burning French-owned plantations, fighting against their former
masters, and calling for the liberation of the country. Because many of these individuals
were not natives of Haiti, but rather had been born either in Europe or Africa, the term
used to refer to these newly arrived immigrants from Saint Domingue is the "diaspora of
a diaspora," to mark their double diasporic status (Zephir, 2001).
In order to escape political retaliation, many of the refugees born out of the
Haitian revolution fled to the United States during Francois Duvalier's dictatorship in the
1960s. During this era, it was forbidden for citizens to criticize the government. 2 Those
who were caught passing judgment on the government were often imprisoned and
sometimes vanished altogether.
2

If a person were caught criticizing the government during the Duvalier regime, he/she could be easily
disappear in prison. Any opposition groups were called kamoken which was an acronym for a communist
party member.
2

Refugees' choice of migration routes depended on their places of residence in
Haiti. The earlier diaspora group of slave refugees utilized commercial vessels that traded
between Haitian and American port cities; this offered the fastest method of escaping
from European slave masters. In the interest of time and convenience, these refugees
temporarily settled in a third country before emigrating to the United States or
metropolitan France. The political circumstances that forced Haitian residents in Cuba to
emigrate to the United States were different. These individuals left after their fruitless
efforts to convince French authorities to capture the Oriente Province of Cuba were
revealed to Spanish authorities. Because of the hostility that this fiasco created against the
French and Haitians among Spanish authorities, many Haitian refugees left Cuba in 1809
and went to Louisiana to join family members and other compatriots (Laguerre, 2001).

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to explore the impact of politics and political violence
on the Haitian educational system. The main reason for this topic selection is to help
educators understand how Haitian politics have affected some students so that when
students enroll in schools, their needs can be taken into account. It is important for
teachers in all environments to be aware of their students' varying backgrounds. For
instance, unlike the students in urban areas, students from rural areas are the least
impacted by political strikes because they are far away from the cities and mostly do not
use public transportation to schools. Thus the needs of rural students differ vastly from
the needs of urban students; it is up to the teacher to discern the difference.

3

Definitions of Terms
The following definitions of key terms provide more clarification for the study.
The definitions of these terms are derived from dictionaries, encyclopedias, and other
related materials.
o

Baccalaureate system: A system relating to the equivalent of a high school diploma
in the United States of America.

o

Creole: A language spoken by some people in the West Indies, particularly in Haiti.

o

Cultural values: What is considered to be right or wrong and important or
unimportant in a culture.

o

Foreign aid: Aid (such as economic or military assistance) provided by one country
to another one.

o

Grading system: The system of giving marks or points in a given educational setting.
For instance, a 50 percent on an assignment is a passing grade in Haiti while it is a
failing grade in the United States.

o

Haiti education: Education in Haiti is supposed to be free and compulsory for
children ages 6 to certificat de fin d'etudes primaires (the end of elementary school
cycle). The State University of Haiti, founded in 1920 in Port-au-Prince, has coLleges
of medicine , law and economics, business, agronomy, social sciences, humanities,
and science.

o

Hispaniola: First island in Caribbean settled by Spaniards in 1492; settlement
founded by Columbus on second voyage to New World. Haiti and the Dominican
Republic are on the island of Hispaniola.

4

o

/HSI: Institut Haitien de Statistiques et d'Informatiques (Haitian Institute of Statistics
and Technology). This entity was created October 3, 1958, to research and
disseminate Haitian data pertaining to population, agriculture, and other country data.

o

Perceptions: In psychology and the cognitive sciences, perceptions are the processes
of acquiring, interpreting, selecting, and organizing sensory information.

o

Political dynamic: A political dynamic is created in which the social floor becomes
progressively lower and meaner, while those at the top entrench their position.
Corruption is so rampant in Haiti that it is very difficult for the lower class to rise to
the middle class in the society.

o

Political patronage: Government appointments made as a payoff for loyal partisan
activity.

o

Political violence is a common means used by certain groups to intimidate a
government or another group in power to respond to their political demands. For that
reason, they consider that violence is not only justified but also necessary in order to
attain their political objectives (Nieburg, 1970).

o

Political instability: Political instability is a situation whereby a country is currently
going through political turmoil. For instance, in Haiti, a common way for an
opposition group to seize power is through coup d'etat (the sudden overthrow of a
government by a usually small group of persons in or previously in positions of
authority). Political instability can be caused mostly by a coup d'etat which is also a
quick and decisive seizure of governmental power by a strong military or political
group. In contrast to a revolution, a coup d'etat, or coup, does not involve a mass
uprising (Fosu, 2002).

5

o Primary schools: In Haiti, primary schools start from kindergarten to sixth grade 3 .
o

Secondary schools: Schools between elementary and universities. In Haiti, they cover
from

ih to Bacalaureate 2nd part which is the equivalent of 12th grade in the U.S.

o Rural areas: All areas that are considered to be provinces (usually remote areas). In
Haiti, rural areas often lack electricity, potable water, health care, and other primary
necessities for human beings to live.
o

University in Haiti: Establishment where a seat of higher learning is housed,
including administrative and living quarters as well as facilities for research and
teaching. In Haiti, the State University is divided in branches of faculty (colleges)
scattered in different parts of Port-au-Prince as well as provinces.

o

Voodoo: A religious system based mainly on beliefs and practices brought from
Africa into the Western world, although now incorporating other components.

o

Welfare state: The provision for redistributive benefits such as education and health
services by the state.

Assumptions
There are several assumptions that the data sources used herein are reliable. The
data were retrieved from observations, interviews, a survey of teachers, administrators,
and students, and other reliable sources such as the Haitian Institute of Statistics and
Haitian government personnel and documents. It is also assumed that political instability
has adverse effects on schooling worldwide. This may be especially true in developing

3

At the end of this cycle, students must pass the CEP (Certificat d'Etude Primaire) to be admitted in
secondary schools.
6

countries, such as Haiti, that are in the process of transitioning from previously dictatorial
leadership arrangements to more democratic political structures.
The language of instruction and underlying cultural values such as religion were often the
issues that led to conflict and violent protests (Christie, 1991). For instance, during the
week of April 6, 2008, there were protests in Port-au-Prince against the high price of rice;
peaceful protests turned into riots that led to the closing of schools in the entire country.

Justification

An analysis of the impact of politics in Haitian educational systems must
necessarily include several complex concepts such as: political violence, Haiti education,
Haiti infrastructure, literacy, violence and schooling, Haiti economy, and other dynamics
relating to education and Haiti. Among sources of information used to clarify such
concepts are: scholarly peer reviewed journals, electronic media, dissertation abstracts,
government documents, Haitian newspapers, periodicals, and books related to the
research. The study is placed in the disciplinary context of Educational Organization and
Political Science as it has an impact on education.

Delimitations and Scope

The scope of literature review covers 1940 to 2008 and includes research and
developing events in Haiti as well as other documents relating to political violence in
other parts of the world. Concerns in education are global and complex. To address both
Haiti as well as domestic issues of its educational systems, Haitian books and literature

7

were reviewed. Although this study can contribute to teachers ' views of Haitian students
abroad, it will not be included as part of the literature review.

8

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW, THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK,
RESEARCH QUESTIONS, AND HYPOTHESES
Introduction
Review of the Literature

As Cummings and Riddell (1994) observed in a sample of 127 countries, "72
percent had 80% or more state provided primary education places and in 70% of the
countries, the public share of secondary education was greater than the private share"
(p. 751 ). In contrast to the majority of countries, Salmi (2000) pointed out that "Haiti has
a unique education system where the majority of schooled children are enrolled in private
schools (p. 163)." Thus, Haiti ranks as one of the few cases where the main source for
primary and secondary education exists in the private sector. In fact, Haiti has one of the
highest proportions of private education enrollment to public education enrollment in the
world.
In Haiti, neither private school teachers nor public school teachers need

professional qualifications or certifications to teach. As of 2008, Ecole Normale is the
only school of education that operates in Port-au-Prince, and a few formal educational
training programs exist through Institut Pedagogique Nationale for teachers who did not
attend Ecole Normale.
When it comes to political turmoil, Haiti has had a history of coup d 'etat that
created instability throughout the past decades. In contrast to Haiti ' s preceding
transitional government of 2006, the current president, Rene Preval, enjoys a high degree
of acq:~ptance and credibility with large sectors of the population, as did former Prime

9

Minister, Jacques Edouard Alexis (who stepped down in April 2008). As a result of this
increasing political stability, international aid from foreign governments and multilateral
agencies has resumed since the political transition. However, tensions between the
Haitian government and the international community have arisen due to the failure of the
international community to deliver promised funds within set timelines.
Unfortunately, not only are funds difficult to secure in Haiti, but also none of the
received funding prioritizes education (http://lenouvelliste.com, 4/2008). This is coupled
with government initiatives that seek to improve economic conditions but disregard
education. In Haiti, there is a great number of children roaming the streets who turn out to
be a danger for society as they grow up.
In November 2006, the country government was approved by the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), "for debt reduction under the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries
(HIPC) initiative, which will free substantial state resources to improve security and
implement socioeconomic programs" (www.irnf.org, 9/2008). The finalization of an
Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (I-PRSP) could serve as the initial step to
establishing a government program to improve socioeconomic conditions in the near
future.
The December 2006 finalization of the Haitian Hemispheric Opportunity through
Partnership Encouragement (HOPE) trade preference bill can be viewed as another
significant event in terms of education funding. According to Bertelsmann (2008), the
HOPE bill has the potential to improve the assembly sector; political instability and rising
insecurity have damaged the sector, decreasing the number of businesses from 90 in the
late

1~90s

to just 15 in 2007. The HOPE bill would thereby help to generate thousands of
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job opportunities. While this would benefit the Haitian economy, the bill represents yet
another way in which officials overlook educational issues in Haiti.

Haitian Education from 1988 to 2008

According to Bertelsmann (2008), between 1988 and 2008, the "Haitian education
sector suffers most acutely from the deterioration of its service quality" (p.53). The
deterioration can be attributed to the lack of regulatory capacity, combined with the flood
of private service providers. Data from 2005 show that 92% of schools are managed by
institutions other than the state, such as national and international NGOS and religious
missions. Unfortunately, this leads to problems with efficiency, accountability, and
equity, as 70% of these schools are not accredited and 60% of teachers within these
schools do not have proper qualifications. According to the Haitian Institute of Statistics,
although a National Education plan was introduced in 1997, "during the first ten years of
its existence, the level of advancement remained low and public expenditures in the
sector remained static at around 2 percent of the Gross Domestic Product" (Bertelsmann,
2008, p.86).
Access to higher education continues to be an obstacle for Haitian citizens,
hindering sustainable progress of the area's democratic and economic transformation.
According to the Institute Haitian of Statistics (IHSI), in 2008, approximately 100,000 to
150,000 students obtained their baccalaureate. Only 10 to 15% of these students,
however, are able to continue on in their education. The vast majority are hindered by
financial constraints and the scarcity of institutions offering higher education. The
Universite d'Etat d'Haiti serves as the largest university in Haiti with about 15,000
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students. Added to the student population of other private institutions, only a few number
of Haitian students pursue higher education.
Another obstacle for many students living away from metropolitan areas is that
most of the higher education institutions are concentrated in the country's capital.
Because of this difficulty in accessing higher education in Haiti, about seven thousand
students enter the comparatively better established higher education system in the
Dominican Republic.
There is also a stark absence of specialized technical institutions in Haiti, which,
according to the Haitian Research Institute, "could serve as a base for self-contained
national research and product development" (www.ihsi.org, retrieved 4/2008).

Haitian Political Dynamics and Education

The downfall of the Duvalier regime in February 1986 can be viewed as the
beginning of a thorough process of democratic transformation in Haiti. In 1990, the first
free and democratic election was held in which Jean-Bertrand Aristide emerged as the
winner. Political unrest materialized in the form of a series of coups d'etat that disrupted
the process of democratization, forced Aristide into exile, and instituted a three-year
military regime which governed from 1991 to 1994.
In 1994, the U.S. led an international military intervention to return constitutional
order to Haiti. This generated a substantial amount of economical progress. Increased
external aid and economic stimulation plans also helped to propel this economic
improvement. However, economic progress was again interrupted two years later as a
result pf protests against reforms started by the Aristide government to liberalize

12

commerce, privatize public enterprises, and modernize the public sector. President Rene
Preval reintroduced these reforms during his first mandate in 1996, but encountered
another host of challenges when Prime Minister Rosny Smart resigned in 1997.
By this time, tensions between Aristide supporters and the Organisation du
Peuple en Lutte (OPL) (a reformist wing of the Lav alas movement) had intensified to the

point of splitting the Lavalas movement and, in effect, rendering the political
administration ineffectual. Due to dissatisfaction within the political atmosphere in 1997,
Jean-Bertrand Aristide was elected president for the second time. Upon his election, the
political crisis and lack of international financial aid programs presented significant
challenges to Aristide and his government.
In response to Aristide's second win, opposing political parties acted out against
the government's mandate. Instead of providing solutions, negotiations between
Aristide's government escalated to the point of violence. At the end of February 2004, an
armed rebellion between the Haitian Armed Forces and rebels linked to armed gangs
provided a catalyst to the breakdown of Aristide's government. He finally stepped down
on February 29, 2004.
The interim government that was formed included Supreme Court Chief Justice
Boniface Alexandre as provisional president and Gerard Latortue as interim prime
minister. The new team formed a transitional government with the objectives of
facilitating effective and democratic presidential and legislative elections, re-establishing
economic stability, improving economic governance, and providing the base for
rehabilitation of the weak national economy. This plan was met with general approval
from tpe international community.

13

In April 2004, the transitional government, political parties, and civil society all
agreed on a political pact to create feasible conditions for organizing democratic elections
in 2005 and for the resultant transfer of power to the newly elected governement in 2006.
The pact, however, was not accepted by Aristide's Fanmi-Lavalas party. This set the
stage for the civil unrest that would describe the tenure of the transitional government.
Such civil unrest was an indicator of the state's deteriorating ability to enforce the rule of
law and maintain its control of the use of force (www.lenouvelliste.com, April 2004).
Presidential and parliamentary elections were finally held in February 2006, after
delays resulting from organizational and security issues. With a majority vote of 51
percent, after just the first round, former prime minister and president Rene Garcia Preval
was declared winner. Pre val' s party, Lespwa, represents the largest party in both the
Senate and the Chamber of Deputies, but it does not represent a majority in either hou se.
Lespwa holds one-fifth of the seats in the House of Deputies, and one-third of the seats in
the Senate. During this 2006 election, Jacques Edouard Alexis was chosen as prime
minister. Alexis' formation of a coalition cabinet including six different parties4 is widely
considered an instrumental step "towards political stabilization and the prospects for
further democratic and economic development in the country" (Bertelsmann, 2008).
Since the onset of the democratic transformation process, officials have generally
been selected according to free and fair elections. There are, however, major
shortcomings to these elections. Following President Aristide' s departure in February
2004 and the installment of a transitional regime, elections were part of the process of
returning to a constitutional order and re-establishing legitimate democratic executive and
legislative branches of the government. The Organization of American States, an
4

OPL, Lavalas, RDNP, Fusi on, Mocrena, and L'Espoir
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organization responsible for the process of voter registration and the issuance of identity
cards for registered voters, condemned "the lack of cooperation and political will to
realize the elections" (Bertelsmann, 2008). In response to the failure of local agencies in
overseeing the election process, the role of the UN rapidly expanded; despite previous
problems, by 2006, the first round of the elections passed without major incident.
As for the presidential elections, the lack of a clear winner among the 34
candidates led to manifestations of underlying political instability. National electoral law
requires that a candidate win by obtaining an absolute majority but in this case, none of
the candidates received more than 50 percent of the vote. Fearing civil unrest and violent
outbreaks, the CEP and the international community quickly came to an agreement:
Preval , who had received the most votes, was declared the winner despite accusations of
unconstitutionality and fraud.
In April 2006, the second round of parliamentary and senatorial elections was

held in order to fill 30 seats in the Senate and 99 in the Chamber of Deputies. This round
of elections saw much lower participation but, generally, undisputed outcomes. However,
the local elections held in December 2006 were widely disputed in some parts of the
country and were reheld.
Generally, in Haiti, political or government leaders who have emerged from
elections have the power to govern. However, true governing power is diminished due to
strong social and political strife. First, the Haitian government has no army at its
command, as it was dissolved in 1995. Second, in contrast to countries with engrained
democratic structures, in Haiti, non-governmental forces such as the private business
sector .and the political elite can hinder and influence executive and legislative decisions.
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To counter these confrontations, the government established, as of May 2006, a
consensus to incorporate multiple political parties and tends to integrate spoilers into the
political stabilization process; this causes it to be widely considered as a national unity
government(The Monitor Journal, 2006).
Political strife over the last decade has resulted in the persecution of certain
groups, although the Haitian constitution technically protects the right of independent
political and civic groups to associate freely. Fortunately, as part of the aftermath of the
2006 elections, the situation for such political and civic groups has greatly improved (The
Monitor Journal, 2006).
The Haitian constitution also proclaims to guarantee the right of its citizens to
freedom of speech and press. Again, because of the tension and violence-filled political
climate in recent decades, 5 individuals expressing unpopular opinions in public often
experience violent responses. The majority of these crimes have not been brought to
court. It is important to point out that media figures themselves often add fuel to an
already explosive situation with their open political biases (Morrow, 2007).
In the following paragraphs, a brief discussion of the Haitian political, economic

and infrastructure dynamics is followed by an analysis of the relationship between each
of these and the Haitian education system.
According to Bertelsmann (2008), the Haitian market "operates under a weak
institutional framework with hardly any regulatory mechanisms" (p. 109). Because of
this, over the last 20 years, Haiti ' s informal sector has grown at an aggressive rate. Like
all informal markets, the informal sector in Haiti yields a significant degree of insecurity
in resp_onse to markets rapidly clearing and prices and incomes substantially fluctuating
5

Duvalier Regime 1957-1986, Ari stide 1994-1995, 2001-2004
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over short periods of time. Of great concern is the fact that there are no institutional
structures in place to support and protect those operating in the informal setting.
Estimates show that there are approximately 300,000 informal micro enterprises in Haiti,
many of which exist in the trade and service sector.
For Arthur (2002), "Haitians engage in informal business on a day-to-day basis in
order to ensure their survival". In addition to the lack of regulation concerning the
informal sector, there is also a lack of control over monopolistic and oligopolistic
practices in Haiti (Bertelsmann, 2008). Bertelsmann (2008) also argues that, "the weak
institutional framework and a general lack of set rules of the game smooth the path for
powerful economic stakeholders to develop unregulated rent-seeking strategies" (p.14).
As a result of the general lack of governmental regulation over economic
practices, profitable illegal practices have become a problem in Haiti. Drug trafficking
remains a rampant issue for government officials. Officials themselves are sometimes
accused of sponsoring illegal drug activities for personal gain. Kidnapping has also
become a lucrative business industry since the departure of President Aristide in 2004.

Education Dynamics

As of 1987, the Haitian constitution guarantees universal schooling. Although
Aristide and Preval both instituted education programs during their respective reigns,
education continues to be a problem in Haiti. According to the Haitian Institute of
Statistics (2006), recent media reports indicate that of the children who are school going
age, up to 500,000 are not able to attend due to financial constraints.
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In a population sample of 20,074, the Haitian Institute of Statistics conducted in

2003 a study on the living conditions in Haiti. The findings suggest that the literacy rate
of 54.1 % of the population of 15 years and over declared that they can read and write, all
languages. But the literacy rate of women (48.6%) is clearly below that of men (60.1 %).
The rural areas remain the poor relation (38.6% ), as well as some geographical
departments such as the South-East and the Grande-Anse. This being said, the progress
intergenerational is tangible.

Haiti Primary, Secondary Schools, and Higher Education
In recent years, there have been efforts to restructure education in Haiti by making
it more accessible to the poor and more suited to their needs. These reform efforts,
however, have only achieved partial success at best; unfortunately, much of the
traditional education system remains the same throughout the country.
Efforts to improve Haiti's education system actually began in the late 1970s, with
a restructuring of primary education in 1978. Primary education was altered to include
ten years of basic education and three years of secondary education. Changes were also
made to curriculum, including switching over to Haitian Creole as the primary language
of instruction in grades 1 through 4. Another change was grouping children by ability and
emphasizing learning on discovery rather than on memorization. Parochial, private and
Catholic school administrators, as well as parents, did not support the use of Haitian
Creole in schools 6 .
By the year 2000, primary school enrollment in urban areas saw an unprecedented
increase. Most Haitian parents believe and teach their children that education is their only
6

Creole is considered to be a street language, instead French is acceptable by the Haitian elite.
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way of escaping poverty. This also contributes to students' good classroom behavior. In
Haiti, school discipline is not an issue; given the chance to get an education, students are
taught by their parents not to jeopardize their future in any way. Urban schools saw
increased enrollment due to the installment of nutrition programs and due to support from
private development agencies. Rural schools, however, continued to experience low
enrollment rates. Moreover, "dropout rates 7 remained high: 50% in urban areas, and as
high as 80% in rural areas" (Dupoux, Wolman, & Estrada, 2005).
In many rural areas considered as provinces, 8 the lack of schools is evident.

Parents sometimes need their children to work in the fields or to look after siblings
instead of going to school. Because schools are sometimes nonexistent in certain rural
areas, parents often have no choice but to send their children to the cities to live with a
family as a restavek. 9 Arthur (2002) argued that the education system is deteriorating as
the number of children grows. In fact, as the government tried to meet the requirements
of the structural adjustment program demanded by the World Bank and International
Monetary Fund in the mid-1990s, state expenditure on education was cut by half.
Despite the government's reform efforts, the obtainment of a quality education
eludes most individuals, even though education is 'highly valued'. Salmi (2000) observed
that education in Haiti is owned by private entities with little or no control by the
government. Some private schools in Haiti charge United States currency tuition fees,
even though 90% of the population cannot afford the school tuition in their own country's
currency, which is only a fraction of U.S. currency.
7

reasons for dropping out: Parents cannot afford to send their children to school or the non existence of
special programs such as ESE, SLD, EH for students with learning disabilities.
8
Inhabitants are called paysans, "people who live in the mountain areas."
9
Child!'en living in domesticity with a family; they usually do all the household chores in return for food or
an education depending on the family 's well-being. The abuse of this system by some results in child abuse
and/or slavery.
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Despite the reforms, obtaining an education in Haiti remains an
elusive goal for most. Though education is highly valued, the majority of
Haitians do not have access to it. As of 1982, more than 65% of the
population over the age of ten had received no formal education at all, and
only 8% of the population had received more than a primary education.
Even though education is technically free in Haiti, it remains beyond the
means of most Haitians, who cannot afford the supplemental fees, school
supplies, and uniforms required. Reform measures, especially the use of
Haitian Creole, have met resistance. Thus, education remains a privilege
of the upper and middle classes, with fluency in French a marker of
success. Although plans for further implementation of reforms have not
been abandoned, the current economic and political crises in Haiti have
overshadowed educational concerns.(Haitians: Their History and Culture,
2004, para. 9)

Theoretical Framework for the Study
Wallerstein ( 1991) emphasized the influence of labels, stating: "people shoot each
other every day over the question of labels" (p. 71). This can be seen in the turmoilridden political history of Haiti, where oppressors used labels to separate and control
groups based on socioeconomic factors. It is obvious that label categories and political
violence in Haiti were important ways to divide and control the various groups or social
classes that lived in the country, some of whom resided in the upscale neighborhoods on
top of the hills. The others classified as poor lived in Cite Soleil, Port-au-Prince, or other
shantytowns of the country. In the period leading up to the Duvalier regime in the 1950s,
social classes created a taxonomy of racial classifications to aid in the pursuit of political
power.
Individuals of African descent in Haiti were grouped together in particular
geographical regions. These later became revolutionary strongholds for those determined
to gain their independence from France. According to Cross ( 1992), "the result of these
groupi_ngs was a resurgence of ethnic-nationalism and identity which led to the inevitable
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political conflicts that spilled over into education and schooling" (p. 142). Labels,
identity, and political categorizations continue to give rise to political strife in Haiti.
Inter-group power issues that lay hidden during the suppressive colonial times have
resurfaced today. These issues that affect so much of daily life outside of the classroom
also pervade the school environment.
As Ntshoe (1999) states, "violence external to school is complemented by internal
violence" (p.66). The Haitian Institute of Race Relations (1995, 1996) noted that violent
crime, such as assault intended to achieve serious bodily harm and/or rape, increased
substantially in 1995, with the majority of victims being women and girls. In addition,
weapons used in political violence are often seen on the streets carried by young people
under 18, particularly in the inner city areas of Cite Soleil in Port-au-Prince.
As postulated earlier in this research, the political atmosphere of a country
inevitably affects education. It is argued that in a similar case in South Africa, the
Christian National Education (CNE) Policy formed the "cornerstone of the education
policy during the apartheid era to promote racial, ethnic, tribal and cultural diversities at
the expense of unity" (Ntshoe, 1999, p. 66).
In this study, I will analyze and demonstrate that education and schools can
influence the people's mentality to redefine and maintain social change in Haiti. Schools
need to assist children in resocializing into the new rules, allowing them to play a part in
the changed conditions. In the context of Haiti, "education and schooling should be
employed to inculcate values that are consistent with building democracy" (Ntshoe, 1999,
p. 63). This includes tolerance, respect of individual cultures, languages, religions, and
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traditions. It is necessary for educators to promote democratic principles, including
gender, racial, and class equality.

Research Questions
The topic of the impact of politics on education in Haiti from 1988 to 2008 raises
critical questions about Haitian students' performance when they enroll in schools. It is
very crucial when it comes to violence on the street while students are unable to attend
schools in various areas. There are numerous research questions on which to elaborate to
find out how the impact of politics on Education in Haiti will influence student's
performance in Haitian classrooms.
The following research questions were part of a questionnaire administered face
to face and via telephone interviews to 15 participants to seek their views and their
opinions on how and why schools and political instability are common problems when
politicians in Haiti want to put pressure on the government. The participants included, but
were not limited to, public and private school teachers, administrators, government
officials, and professionals. The following research questions guided the study:
1. How have Haitian politics affected the educational system over the past twenty
years?
2. How does political violence affect students' and teachers' experiences in
school?
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Research Hypotheses

The research hypotheses were as follows:
H 1: There is a relationship between political violence and a deterioration of quality of
education in Haiti during 1988 to 2008.
H2: There is a negative correlation between students' learning and political instability
during 1988 to 2008.
An analysis of the research questions and hypotheses showed the correlation
between political violence and political instability, and how they impact students'
learning along with their achievement in schools.

Hypothesized Research Model

POLITICAL
INSTABILITY
POLITICAL
VIOLENCE

STUDENTS'
LEARNING

LACK OF
IMPROVEMENT IN
EDUCATION
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research Design
The researcher used a qualitative phenomenological methodology approach to
study the impact of politics on education in Haiti: 1988-2008. To enable participants to
freely express their opinions and ideas, structured interviews, primarily in Haitian Creole
(one was in English), were conducted with teachers in primary and secondary schools in
Haiti. In analyzing the qualitative data and synthesizing the themes that emerged with the
ripple effect of the violence in schools in Haiti, the study showed the correlation between
violence and students' ability to learn. The researcher also made several trips to Haiti to
meet face to face with participants. Face to face interviews permitted the researcher to
observe participants' gestures and body language as well as to use a "naturalistic inquiry"
to unfold real life situations of their opinions. Observations can play an important role in
structured interviews, especially when focusing on the participants' experience. The
interview questions were designed to ensure that accurate data were used for this study.
The researcher created ten questions based on the correlation between education
and political violence. The questions for the study were:
1.

If you are an educator what level are you teaching?

Primary__
2.

Other_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

How long have you been teaching?
1 to 5 years __

3.

Secondary_ _

6 to 10 years _ _

11 or more __

Did political changes influence your own educational opportunities and
. experiences? YES OR NO? Please explain.
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If you are an educator, please answer questions 4 through 6. If you are not an active

educator, go to number 7.
4.

Did recent political disorders and civil violence impact the school(s) where you
have taught? Yes or no, please explain.

5.

Does the curriculum influence your students' understanding of Haitian history,
political regimes, and individual and collective change efforts?

6.

How have recent political upheavals and civil violence impacted you as a teacher?
(Please continue to # 7).

7.

What formal or informal suggestions do you think would strengthen the school's
role in creating a just and stable society in Haiti?

8.

To what extent have political change and violence impacted mobility of families
and students in your community? (Have they moved elsewhere or changed school
enrollments as a result?)

9.

Which of the following items have an impact on Education in Haiti?
Rank from 1 to 5; 1 being the highest impact, and 5 being the least.
Poverty_ __
Lack of government resources_
Political violence_ __
Availability of trained teachers _ _
Other (explain) _ __

10.

What are your hopes for the future of Haiti and the children's education? Your
comments and suggestions are vital to this research study.
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To gather the participants' opinions and experiences as teachers, the researcher
selected an in depth interview with tape recorder and phone calls. Also, the participants
used the language of their choice. Creole is the native language of all Haitians, and
French is only the instructional language and is mostly spoken by the elite. The
researcher observed that most of the participants chose their native tongue Creole so they
could be more comfortable to answer the questions.

Population and Sampling Plan
Target Population

The criteria established to select participants for this study was as follows: (a) The
target population was identified in a group of 15 public and private school teachers, male
and female, 25 years or older; (b) the participants must acknowledge their nonmembership in political parties affiliations.
The sampling did not include government officials; once appointed or hired, these
people have always had ties with political parties. Most of the educators interviewed,
however, are also professionals with in-depth knowledge on Haitian politics, economics,
and education. The target population included Haitian teachers living in inner city, urban,
suburban, and rural areas in Haiti. Some teachers were also school principals and
directors. In Haiti, it is usual for school principals to fill in classes in their schools as well
as teaching in others to keep up with their financial difficulties. At the secondary level,
students mostly remain in their classroom while teachers travel to different classes or
different schools to deliver their planned curriculum.
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Sampling Setting and Procedures

As stated earlier, the sampling setting consisted of male and female first year
teachers and teachers who have taught primary and secondary schools for at least one
year. The participating teachers were all natives of Haiti except one Haitian-American
residing in Haiti at the time of the research study. The researcher did not include higher
educational institution participants (professors) in this study, but will anticipate including
them in the future as part of recommendations. The researcher also ensured that officials
who had no background knowledge in Haitian education or political activists were
excluded from the study.

Sampling Methodology

A questionnaire instrument was developed and translated in French and Haitian
Creole to encourage participants to freely express their opinions. The translation was an
important tool in gathering unbiased responses to answer some of the research questions
as to how teachers view the way in which political violence affects students' performance
in schools. The questions for the interview were based on specific criteria such as "the
influence of political changes versus educational opportunities," "political disorders and
civil violence, their impact on school function." The questionnaire interviews enabled
participants to share their own experiences and stories. As Shank (2006) stated, any form
of inquiry that depends upon the world of experience in some fundamental way is
empirical enquiry. In other words, there was room for many different types of views
about their hopes for the future of Haiti as well as the children's education.
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In addition, data from the Haitian Institute of Statistics were used for further

explanation of the research problems. The data collected from IHSI helped to identify
data pertaining to schools in the country and how teachers are being recruited to teach in
Elementary and Secondary schools in Haiti. Other information pertaining to the country's
economic and educational matters were available to the researcher for the purposes of the
study.

Instrumentation

The data collection instrument started with a socio demographic profile where the
researcher asked the participants to complete the section, while it was being recorded,
whether face to face or over the phone interview. The participants were asked about their
gender, their country of residence, their location (rural, inner city, urban, suburban), and
their age bracket. The researcher used a tape recorder for accuracy because most of the
interviews were done in Haitian Creole. The participants mostly chose the Creole
translation version of the instrument. The researcher also observed the participants were
very comfortable in their native language to express their feelings and their experiences
about education and political disorder in Haiti.
In qualitative research, transcripts of verbal records usually play an important
role. For Shank (2006), by observing the nuances of verbal communication, researchers
"often uncover subtle cues and bits of information that would elude a less careful
listener" (p. 25).
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Ethical Considerations

The research study of the impact of politics on education in Haiti was approved
by Lynn University's Institutional Review Board (see Appendix D). The IRB forms were
translated in Creole and French by a professional translator. The researcher made
numerous trips to Haiti to meet with the participants and informed them of their rights in
their native language. A consent letter was signed by each interviewee to ensure his or
her consent to participate in this study. The consent letter was translated in French and
Haitian Creole to enable the participants to understand the purpose of this study. To
protect the identity of each participant, the researcher used initials and numbers to
identify their responses. After gathering the data for the study, the researcher completed
an IRB form 8 to notify of the project's completion.

Methods of Data Analysis
The researcher concentrated exclusively on data analysis after completing the
field research. During the data collection phase, the researcher recorded analytical
comments in the margins of the field notes regarding emerging patterns, themes, and/or
questions the researcher wanted to pursue with participants in future interviews or focus
on during observations. The researcher began the initial interviews by asking participants
an open-ended question, for example, How did political changes influence your own
educational opportunities and experiences? What has been your experience with
standards based education in Haiti? The purposes of these open-ended questions included
(a) creating an environment in which participants would feel free to talk about their
personal experiences with and perceptions of the impact of politics on education in Haiti;
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(b) using participants' responses to guide the choice of follow-up questions from the
interview guide in order to produce a "guided conversation" (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998, p.
95); and (c) identifying themes and/or issues specific to the Haitian educational systems'
context the researcher might have not accounted for in the initial interview guide but
could address in additional follow-up questions. Had there been a need to carry out a
second set of interviews, the researcher might have used different (additional)
participants from the first round, although some might have been from the first round to
compare and contrast their views on violence and education in Haiti.

Data Analysis Methods
Descriptive Analysis

The formal analysis involved a systematic searching and organizing of the
interview transcripts, observation notes, and documents to increase the investigator's
understanding of the effect of political instability on student performance in Haiti.
The researcher developed coding categories based on the repeating patterns and
themes that appeared across the data sources (i.e., interviews, observations, and
documents). The researcher labeled all data with the coding categories and utilized the
coded data to construct a descriptive portrait of the relationship between political
instability and poor student performance during the period between 1988 and 2008.
Finally, the researcher analyzed and interpreted the data in light of the theoretical
framework that guided the study to identify significant findings and implications for
educational purposes, policymaking, and recommendations for future research studies
(Bogd?n & Biklen, 1998).
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Trustworthiness of Data
This study was qualitative and nonexperimental. The subjects were male and
female teachers aged 25 and over. They had to answer a ten question open-ended survey
regarding their opinions about politics and education in Haiti.
The interviewer had a list of issues and questions about political violence and its
relationship with the educational system in Haiti to cover. During the interviews, the
researcher was able to rephrase and clarify new terms that emerged while participants
responded to some questions. For instance, several participants mentioned the words such
as "hearsay" and "rumor" to the researcher but did not explore all of them in each
interview. The researcher changed the order of questions depending on the direction of
the interview. Additional questions were asked, including some which were not
anticipated at the start of the interview, according to the emergence of new issues.
The researcher documented responses via note-taking or tape-recording. The
semi-structured interview used in this study allowed the researcher to more deeply
examine views and opinions on political violence and education in Haiti where it was
desirable for respondents to expand on their answers.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to explore the impact of politics and political
violence on the Haitian educational system. A qualitative research design was employed
using open-ended survey questionnaires. Analysis of the data collected, as previously
discussed, revealed seven highly relevant themes. Some of the themes addressed the
research questions. The themes were:(a) students do not go to school as a result of
political violence, (b) Political violence affects teacher's planned curriculum, (c) Families
move to safer places as a result of political violence, (d) Educators have varying opinions
on what issues/topics should be part of the curriculum, (e) Educators suggest
strengthening the educational system to improve the country' s stability, (f) Poverty is the
most influential factor affecting the Haitian educational system, and (g) Quality education
is the hope of educators in Haiti .
For this chapter, a brief description of the sample and the data analysis procedure
used is briefly discussed. Next, the findings are presented by theme. Each theme is
supported by quotes from the participants and a table containing the summary of all the
relevant information that emerged from the analysis. The chapter ends with a brief
summary.

Participants
Fifteen participants were accommodated in this study. Ten were males and five
were females. Eleven of the participants were located in urban or inner city areas while
four were in rural and suburban areas. Most of the participants were in the age range of
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31-40 (8 of 15 participants); three were from the 41-50 age bracket, two from 25-30, and
two were over 50 years old. In terms of teaching experience, eight had more than 11
years of experience, five had 6-10 years of experience, and two had 1-5 years of teaching
experience. Finally, six were teaching at the primary level, five were teaching at the
secondary level, and four were teaching both primary and secondary levels. Table 1
contains a summary of the demographic information.

Table 1
Demographic Summary

Demographics

N= 15

GENDER
Male
Female

10
5

LOCATION
Urban/Inner city
Rural/suburban

11
4

AGE
25-30
31-40
41-50
Over 50

2
8
3
2

EXPERIENCE
1-5 years
6-10 years
Over 10 years

2
5
8

LEVEL TEACHING
Primary
Secondary
Primary and Secondary

6
5
4
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Content analysis was performed in analyzing the 15 survey questionnaires.
Categories, codes, and themes were extracted from these questionnaires. Because
thematically, all the responses were organized according to the survey questions, the
responses for each question for every participant were analyzed. The goal was to break
the responses into codable meanings. Each response was analyzed with respect to the
emergent codes/meanings. These codes were compiled under the appropriate thematic
category. In the succeeding section, the presentation of data will contain the themes that
emerged from the analysis.

Findings

Based on the data analysis conducted in this study, seven highly relevant themes
emerged from the data. Each of these findings is presented. Tables and quotes from the
participants aid in the presentation of the results. Within the findings, the researcher
analyzes the research questions with the responses provided by the participants.

Research Hypotheses

The research hypotheses questions were as follows:
HI.

There is a relationship between political violence and a deterioration of quality of
education in Haiti during 1988 to 2008.

H2.

There is a negative correlation between students' learning and political instability
during 1988 to 2008.

The present study is concerned with the impact of politics on education in Haiti from
1988 tp 2008. The following research questions guided the study:
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1.

How have Haitian politics affected the educational system over the past
twenty years?

2.

How does political violence affect students' and teachers' experiences in
schools?

HJ.

There is a relationship between political violence and a deterioration of quality of
education in Haiti during 1988 to 2008.
According to the research study, political violence has contributed to the

deterioration of quality education.
After analyzing the questionnaire on theme 1, it was obvious that the impact of political
violence on students' attendance showed a significant effect on students' performance in
schools. Attendance in school plays a vital role in students' learning.
It is a fact that poor attendance predicts dropping out of school; chronic

absenteeism can have a negative impact on the student and school. Students who are not
in school are not learning and are not being adequately prepared to be successful in
school and in life. Research on truancy and absenteeism suggests that "students with
better attendance score higher on achievement tests than their more frequently absent
peers" (Lamdin, 1996).
In Haiti, it is not the case that students do not want to attend school; their parents

are mostly worried about their children's safety. The deterioration of quality education
derives from the fact schools are not in session when protesters are on the street.
Obviously students are unable to cover the academic year curriculum, as stated by most
of the participants when responding to the survey question # 4: Did recent political
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disorders and civil violence impact the school(s) where you have taught? Yes or No,
please explain.

The following responses clearly show how most participants felt about the
situation. For instance, participant #4 said, "Once parents hear rumors about protestors
on the street, they keep their children home. Now, the main problem remains with
students behind and unable to catch up with the annual academic curriculum." Participant
#5 also believes "civil violence has in the past affected students' performance; it makes it
difficult to teach students or to meet their basic intellectual needs." Participant #6 recalled
an incident one morning when he had his lesson ready to teach. Suddenly there was a
rumor about violence on the street; people started running. Unfortunately, no teaching
could take place. He added "This is one of the reasons we cannot cover the yearly
curriculum, because rumors make Haitians run like crazy." Participant #7 claimed "In
Haiti, the impact of political turmoil interferes a great deal with students' learning
abilities." Participant #8, who is from Gonaives, believes that protesters provoked fear
among students because they insist on the students' participation in their protest. For him,
"this is one of the reasons that most schools are forced to close in Gonaives, where there
are protests, to avoid clash of students with demonstrators." Participant #9 asserted that
the government should take action and responsibility to protect students.
As mentioned earlier, research conducted by Lamdin (1996) on students' lack of
attendance in school indicated a significant relationship to standardized achievement test
performance. Therefore, the researcher believes there is a relationship between political
violence and a deterioration of quality of education in Haiti during 1988 to 2008. As was
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clearly stated by most participants, political violence has considerable interference with
the quality of education resulting in instability where schools are forced to close.

H2.

There is a negative correlation between students' learning and political instability
during 1988 to 2008.

Political instability has created a negative correlation between students' learning
and their achievement. According to a report published by the Haitian Ministry of
Education (Department de ['Education Nationale et de la Formation Professionelle) for
the regular session of the academic year for Bacalaureat 2008-2009; of a total of 118,539
candidates in Rheto and Philo (equivalent to the last two years of U.S. high school) who
took part in the examinations, 27,761 achieved, a success rate of 23.42% overall for the
entire country. Specifically, in Rheto, 10,880 candidates passed the national exam from
66,881 participants, 16.27% success. In Philo (equivalent of l2 1h grade in U.S. high
school) 16,881 candidates successfully achieved from 51,658 participants, a rate of
32.68%. Of the ten Departments' Schools, the Southeast realized the best performance
with an overall success rate of 45.97% or 1,248 of 2,715 participants admitted. The
Department du Centre followed in second position with 38.76% overall success or 1,447
of 3,733 participants admitted. The South was in the third position with 35.12% or 1,688
of 4,807 participants admitted. The lowest passing rate of the departments was Artibonite
with 19.50% of success, or 1,630 of 8,412 participants admitted. The West which
includes Port-au-Prince presented the bulk of the workforce with 77, 117 participants and
a very low success rate of 14.11 % in Rheto and 30.97% in Philo.
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The number of students qualified to retake the examination was 51,406
candidates, 20,258 in Rheto and 31,148 in Philo. In Haiti, to retake the national exam in
Rheto and Philo, a student must be qualified with a reasonable failing score. If a student
falls in the range of a low failing score, this student will have to repeat Rheto or Philo the
following year to be an eligible candidate for the national examination, according to
http://www.eduhaiti.gouv.ht/Fichiers/Formation menfp.htm (retrieved 1110/10).
The above report clearly indicates a negative correlation between students'
learning and political instability. In Port-au-Prince where most of the political disturbance
happened, it is obvious that the national examination passing rate was among the lowest
of the departments in Haiti.

Research Question 1
How have Haitian politics affected the educational system over the past twenty years?
The educational system in Haiti has always been part of political upheavals even
before the Duvalier presidents (father and son). During the dictator Duvalier reign in the
1970s and the 1980s, people feared for their lives; they would not protest on the street as
is very common today. Whoever was in the opposition was considered to be a communist
party member. With this label, it was easier to be executed by the tonton macoutes
(paramilitary forces) . The United States government supported the Duvalier regime
because of its sentiment against the communist ideology. An analysis of theme 1
demonstrates how Haitian politics have affected the educational system over the past
years.
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Theme 1: Students do not go to school as a result of political violence

For the thematic category, influence of political violence on schools, 11 unique
responses emerged from the data. Some of the popular responses included: students do
not go to school (5 out of 15 participants, 33% ), students getting behind (2 out of 15
participants, 13%), disrupts classes (2 out of 15 participants, 13%), students' learning
abilities (2 out of 15 participants, 13%), and schools have to close (2 out of 15
participants, 13%).
Students not going to school was one of the effects of political violence on
schools. Participant #1 (urban) said: "They do affect schools because whenever there is
civil violence on the streets, students stay home and they do not come to school."
Participant #5 (inner-city) reported that parents refused to send their children to school
when there are political demonstrations; "The children don't attend school because their
parents do not want them to go for fear of being attacked on the street." Participant #11
(urban) stated the same scenario: "Political disorders and civil violence have impacted the
school where I taught because students stop attending schools for fear of being attacked
by protestors."
Within this theme, a sub-theme emerged. Rumors are how political violence
becomes known to people especially in schools. Participant #11 said: "Rumors can stop
teachers and students from going to school. Haitian people live on rumors or 'hearsay'."
Participant #15 echoed the same experience: "Most parents keep their children at home
whenever there is a rumor of political protest." Participant #4 offered a similar
experience: "Rumors, once they circulate around, force teachers and students to stay

home.:'
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Because a large majority of the participants were teaching from urban/inner city
schools (11 out of 15), it was not possible to compare how the perception of teachers
from urban areas differed from those from rural areas. Only four teachers came from
rural/suburban areas. However for this theme, all of the responses were from participants
who taught in urban areas. Table 2 has the summary of all the responses from this
thematic category, influence of political violence to schools.

Table 2
Influence of Political Violence to Schools
# of participants to offer

% of participants to offer

this experience

this experience

Students do not come to school

5

33 %

Students getting behind

2

13%

Disrupts classes

2

13%

Student's learning abilities

2

13%

Schools have to close

2

13%

Responses

No impact in rural schools

7%

Students leave early

7%

Finishing the curriculum

7%

Clash with demonstrators

7%

Students participating in protests

7%

Public transportation

7%
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Research Question 2
How does political violence affect students' and teachers' experiences in school?

The effect of political violence on students' and teachers' experience in school
can be answered in theme 2. Barber (2001), in a study on political violence and social
integration of Palestinian youth for Intifada found, "negative consequences to children
and adolescents from their exposure and participation in political violence." Further
analysis and explanation of theme 2 can demonstrate how political violence affects
teachers' experience, especially their planned curriculum.

Theme 2: Political violence affects teacher's planned curriculum

For this thematic category, seven unique responses emerged from the data. Some
of the most cited responses were: can disrupt school functioning/planned curriculum (5
out of 15 participants, 33% ), difficult for teachers to teach (3 out of 15 participants,
20% ), and teachers refusing to go to school (3 out of 15 participants, 20% ). Table 3
contains the summary of responses for this thematic category.
Educators reported that political violence disrupts school and their planned
curriculum for the year. Participant #4 said that when there is political turmoil, the
curriculum is affected. "This academic year was not as bad as the others (in reference to
the 2008-2009 school year). The students were able to cover the curriculum program for
the year. As we all know, in a country where political turmoil and changes are rampant,
children tend not to cover the entire academic curriculum program for the year."
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Table 3
Influence of Political Violence on Teachers
# of participants to offer

% of participants to offer

this experience

this experience

5

33%

Difficult for teacher to teach

3

20%

Teachers refuse to go to school

3

20 %

No response

2

13%

Responses

Can disrupt school functioning/ planned
curriculum

Encourages students to stay at home when there is
7%
political violence
Reduced paycheck

7%

Access to public transportation

7%

As a result of the changes in school functioning, it was difficult for teachers to
teach. Participant #5 reported: "Not only political disorders and civil violence have
impacted my school; it has also affected all schools in the country. The children don't
attend school because their parents do not want them to go for fear of being attacked on
the street. It becomes a huge problem for the teachers to cover the subject area and the
curriculum for the year." Participant #6 simply said: "Political upheavals are detrimental
to students' learning as well as teachers' performance."

Theme 3: Families move to safer places as a result of political violence.

For the thematic category: influence of political violence on the mobility of
families, six unique responses emerged from the data. Some of the popular responses
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included: move to safer place (7 out of 15 participants, 47% ), rural areas are considered
safe (4 out of 15 participants, 27%), and families moving to another country (2 out of 15
participants, 13% ). Table 4 contains the summary of responses for the thematic category.

Table 4
Influence of Political Violence on the Mobility of Families
# of participants to offer

% of participants to offer

this experience

this experience

Move to safer place

7

47 %

Rural areas are considered safe

4

27 %

Families move to another country

2

13%

Responses

Getting diverse group of students

7%

People temporarily leaving their homes

7%

People do not leave

7%

Most educators believe that as a result of political violence in the country, the
mobility of families is affected. Different scenarios were reported, but the most popular
response was families moving to safer places. Participant #7 asserted they wanted to
move to a place where their children will be safer. Participant #7 recounted: "Most of the
time, people leave their home to move to another peaceful area for their children to attend
school in a safer environment. They do believe that their children have the right to be
protected by their parent.
Their priority is to move to a safer place where their children can have peace."
Participant #8 simply said: "Basically people tend to move to other peaceful areas." The
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results also indicated that teachers from urban areas reported families moving to peaceful
areas while teachers from rural areas did not report any such occurrence. In addition,
teachers from rural areas reported that there was generally no political chaos in rural
areas.
Most educators believe that as a result of political violence in the country, the
mobility of families is affected. Different scenarios were reported, but the most popular
response was families moving to safer places. Participant #7 asserted they wanted to
move to a place where their children will be safer. Participant #7 recounted: "Most of the
time, people leave their home to move to another peaceful area for their children to attend
school in a safer environment. They do believe that their children have the right to be
protected by their parent. Their priority is to move to a safer place where their children
can have peace." Participant #8 simply said: "Basically people tend to move to other
peaceful areas." The results also indicated that teachers from urban areas reported
families moving to peaceful areas; while teachers from rural areas did not report any such
occurrence. In addition , teachers from rural areas reported that there was generally no
political chaos in rural areas.
Educators from rural areas believed that rural areas are safer in terms of political
climate. Participant #2 claimed that: "People don ' t really leave this rural area for political
violence. Usually rural areas are considered to be peaceful places." Participant #3 echoed
the same observation, "In rural areas, students do not move out for political turmoil or
violence which are almost non-existent."
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Theme 4: Educators have varying opinions on what issues/topics should be part of the
curriculum
Data from the thematic category, topics/issues that should be part of the
curriculum, revealed 10 unique responses. Some of the popular responses included:
students should learn in their native language, students should be taught how to survive,
pride for country, and students should be taught history. Each of these had a response rate
of 2 out of 15 participants or 13%.
Some educators believed that students should learn in their native language.
Participant #1 said: "I believe students should learn in their native language." Participant
#10 echoed the same sentiment, "In my opinion, students should be taught in their mother
tongue. I only see this in Haiti, where students learn math and social studies in another
language."
There were participants who also believed that teaching children how to survive
in the current political climate should be part of the curriculum. Participant #2 said: "In
rural areas, especially in primary schools, we teach them what they need to know to
survive." Participant #8 said: "Students in school have the right to know and to
distinguish right from wrong. They should be taught about their country history and other
subject areas that will enable them to survive and acquire general knowledge." See Table
5 that contains the summary of responses for this thematic category.
Participant #6 and #7 talked about the importance of teaching students to have
pride for their country. Participant #6 emphasized the role of history, "If students are not
exposed to their country history, they will lack pride. To be a citizen of a country, one
should know the country's history." Participant #7 emphasized the natural beauty of the
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country, "Children should be taught how to love their country, as well as how to protect
their natural environment. At one point in history, Haiti was called the Pearl of the
Antilles for its natural beauty and its mountainous landscape."

Table 5

Topics/Issues that should be Part of the Curriculum
# of participants to offer

% of participants to offer

this experience

this experience

No response

3

20%

Students should learn own language

2

13%

Students should be taught how to survive

2

13%

Pride for country

2

13 %

Students should be taught history

2

13%

Responses

Students should be motivated to be successful

7%

Trade courses

7%

Student learns from rumors

7%

Student learns from media

7%

Mutual respect

7%

Participant #6 and #7 talked about the importance of teaching students to have
pride for their country. Participant #6 emphasized the role of history, "If students are not
exposed to their country history, they will lack pride. To be a citizen of a country, one
should know the country's history." Participant #7 emphasized the natural beauty of the
country, "Children should be taught how to love their country, as well as how to protect
their natural environment. At one point in history, Haiti was called the Pearl of the
Antilles for its natural beauty and its mountainous landscape."
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Theme 5: Educators suggest strengthening the educational system to improve the
country 's stability.

For the thematic category, suggestions to improve the country's stability, 12
unique responses emerged from the data. Strengthen education system (6 out of 15
participants, 40%), hire qualified teachers (2 out of 15 participants, 13%), and make
schools safer (2 out of 15 participants, 13%) were some of the popular responses. Table 6
contains the summary of responses for this thematic category.

Table 6
Suggestions to Improve the Country's Stability
#of participants to offer

% of participants to offer

this experience

this experience

Strengthen educational system

6

40%

Hire qualified teachers

2

13%

Make school s safer

2

13%

Responses

Funding

7%

Change curriculum

7%

Counselors

7%

Laboratory courses

7%

More opportunities for students

7%

No response

7%

Free education

7%

pay teacher's decent salary

7%

Students should not be used by politicians

7%
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Many educators believe that schools can help improve the stability of the country
by strengthening the educational system. Participant #11 simply stated: "My personal
opinion regarding education in Haiti is to revamp and restructure the entire system."
Participant #12 also suggested restructuring the educational system, "Restructure all
public schools to perform at a certain standard." Participant #14 suggested: "My
suggestions are to restructure the entire school system in Haiti." Participant #5 wanted to
focus on early education: "To embrace education, we have to start at the beginning; I
mean from primary schools where students should be exposed to all basic materials to
fulfill their educational needs."

Theme 6: Poverty is the most influential factor affecting the Haitian educational system.

Based on the thematic category, the factor that has the most impact in Haitian
educational system, poverty emerged as the most significant factor. Table 7 contains the
summary of responses based on the thematic category.

Table 7
Factor that has the most Impact in Haitian Educational System
# of participants to offer

% of participants to offer

this experience

this experience

Poverty

9

60%

Political violence

2

13%

Lack of government resources

2

13%

Availability of trained teachers

2

13%

Responses
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When asked to rate four factors that affect the Haitian education system,
participants revealed that poverty was the most salient factor. When asked to elaborate on
other factors that affect the Haitian education system, various factors were identified such
as lack of government resources, or lack of school materials or equipment.
For Participant #4, lack of equipment is a factor, "Equip all schools, especially
secondary schools with a science laboratory." Lack of investment was a factor for
Participant #5, "Lack of investment in the education field. As we all know, education is
one of the critical elements of any society." For Participant #7, unemployment is a factor
affecting the Haitian educational system. For participant #8, family factors can be a
factor, "Lack of investment in the education field. As we all know, education is one of
the critical elements of any society." For Participants #9 and #11, lack of teacher training
is a factor. Participant #11 said: "Teachers need to attend seminars to update their
teaching strategies." Corruption is also a factor for Participants #13 and #14. Participant
#14 said: "Corruption and cronyism, for instance, a primary public school principal may
not have a high school diploma while a normalien [a teacher who attends the Haitian
School of Education] is teaching in that same school."
The results suggest that even though political violence is a significant factor
affecting the Haitian educational system, a majority of the participants believed that
poverty is more influential. Poverty remains the most influential factor affecting the
Haitian political system, as perceived by educators in Haiti.
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Theme 7: Quality education is the hope of educators for Haiti
For the thematic category, hope for Haiti, 10 unique responses emerged from the
data. Some of the popular responses included: quality education (5 out of 15 participants,
33% ), more involvement from the government (2 out of 15 participants, 13% ), and
funding from the government (2 out of 15 participants, 13%). Table 8 contains the
summary of responses for the thematic category.

Table 8
Hope for Haiti
#of participants to offer

% of participants to offer

this experience

this experience

Quality education

5

33%

More involvement from the government

2

13%

Funding from the government

2

13%

No response

2

13 %

Responses

Career counseling

7%

Integrate young people to the society

7%

Young people not to be influenced by violence

7%

Use educated professionals to manage country

7%

Fight corruption

7%

Young people to be motivated in school

7%

The most popular response from the participants regarding their hope for Haiti
was providing children with quality education. Participant #4 stated: "I always believe
young people are the country's future and hopes. It is true that our education is behind
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compared to other nations. If we invest now in our youngsters to have an adequate
education, perhaps in twenty years, the education in Haiti can be on the road for a
change." Participant #5 spoke: "To this date, we still have an education system, even
though it needs to be revamped. We need to invest more in our youngsters' education."
Participant #9 shared: "My hope is for the Haitian community to work together to
improve their educational system for the children's future ."

Summary
Chapter 4 presented the findings of the study. Seven highly relevant themes
emerged from the data based on the responses of 15 participants on open-ended survey
questionnaires. These themes were: (a) students do not go to school as a result of political
violence, (b) political violence affects teacher's planned curriculum, (c) families move to
safer places as a result of political violence, (d) educators have varying opinions on what
issues/topics should be part of the curriculum, (e) educators suggest strengthening the
educational system to improve the country's stability, (f) poverty is the most influential
factor affecting the Haitian educational system, and (g) quality education is the hope of
educators in Haiti.
Some of the dynamics that emerged from the data included differences in
perceptions about political violence between urban and rural areas. Political violence was
reported to be more prevalent in urban areas, whereas in rural areas, many educators
reported a peaceful political climate. Contrary to expectations, poverty emerged as the
most significant factor affecting the Haitian educational system. Despite political
violen~e

having an impact, it appears that poverty is seen as the most influential factor
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affecting education in Haiti. Chapter 5 will discuss this and other findings, including
limitations and recommendations.
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CHAPTERV
DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS

"Haitians of all social classes respond to a declining economy by increasing their
investment in education" (Weinstein & Segal, 1992, p.82). The people, especially the
masses, believe in inculcating their children with the value of attending school. For
Haitian parents, education is their children's only way out of poverty. For them, without
schooling one cannot engage in social mobility. Parents always tell their children that
they invest in them by sending them to one of the best schools; nobody can take their
education away from them, one can take your assets but not your knowledge.
Haitian parents have always favored private schools rather than overcrowded
public schools; they tend to believe that public schools are prone to low quality
education. The irony is that when all students finish the secondary school cycle, whether
they have attended private or public schools; they all line up for a competitive entrance
exam for admission to the only state university, the "Universite d'Etat d'Haiti." In the
mid 1990s there were some private colleges and universities that emerged to offer higher
education opportunities to students. They are so expensive that only the elite class can
afford their fees and tuitions.
The purpose of this qualitative study was:(a)to understand how Haitian politics have
affected the educational system from 1988 to 2008;(b)to determine how political violence
affects teachers ' experiences in school; and (c) to elaborate on the recent and current
political situations in Haiti that affect the educational systems.
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The results of this qualitative study are discussed and interpreted as follow : a brief
reiteration of the findings; an interpretation and analysis of each theme that emerged; and
a commentary on the limitations and recommendations. The chapter ends with
conclusions and a summary.

Summary of Findings
Based on the results of the data analysis, seven highly relevant themes emerged from the
data. These themes were:
1.

Impact of political violence on student attendance.

2.

Educators' opinions on curriculum content issues/topics.

3.

Impact of political violence on teacher' s curriculum plan.

4.

Educational system and Haiti ' s stability.

5.

Political violence and family relocation.

6.

Poverty and the Haitian educational system.

7.

Educators and improving quality of Haitian education.

Interpretation of Findings
The literature review and theoretical framework previously established provide a
foundation for interpreting and analyzing each theme. When appropriate, inferences are
also made.
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Theme I: Impact of politics on students' attendance
One of the themes that emerged from the data was that students do not go to
school as a result of political violence, often at the encouragement of their parents and, in
some cases, the teachers themselves. This is probably a difficult decision for parents
because, according to Dupoux, Wolman, and Estrada (2005), in Haiti, education is seen
as a ticket out of poverty. This finding suggests that when it comes to the children's
safety, parents are more likely to prioritize the safety of their children over education
when confronted with political instability and violence.

Theme 2: Educators' opinions of curriculum content issues/topics
A wide variety of opinions emerged from the data regarding curricular content.
Some of the topics that the teachers proposed, such as teaching students to survive, reflect
the influence of political violence on the Haitian educational system. This topic is
typically not part of curriculum, but educator participants in this study believe that
teaching students how to cope with political violence, and political turmoil in Haiti in
general, is beneficial for students. This is also indicative of educators wanting to
incorporate conventionally less academic-focused topics into the curriculum.
Teaching students how to be proud of their country, teaching students the
country's history, and teaching students in their native language in Haitian classrooms
reflect the perception of teachers about the need to instill pride in their students.
Wallerstein (1991) said that labels have significant influence on politics. They can be a
source of disagreement and political tension. The results of this study suggest that
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educators think that instilling a sense of unity among Haitian students through
strengthening their identity can be very beneficial to their performance in class.

Theme 3: Impact of political violence on teachers ' curriculum plan
The results revealed that political violence and instability affect teachers' jobs by
altering the scheduled lessons, particularly in terms of the predetermined lessons as
outlined in the curriculum. In relation to the first finding, which revealed that political
violence also results in students not going to school, these student absences might have
contributed to the alteration in the curriculum. Teachers were not able to finish the
lessons outlined in the curriculum because of postponed classes and students' absences.
Other consequences were that students were upset or distracted because of the violence
happening on the streets.

Theme 4: Educational system and Haiti's stability
According to Ntshoe (1999), education and schooling can be used to inculcate in
students democratic values like tolerance and respect for other people despite differences
in religion, gender, social status, and culture. The results of this study support that
literature because many educators believed that strengthening the educational system
could improve the political stability of Haiti. Through education, students are able to
contribute to a more politically stable environment. The teachers' role in this process is to
teach students mutual respect and tolerance, thereby lessening the probability of political
violence.
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Theme 5: Political violence and family relocation
One of the findings that emerged from the data was that during political turmoil,
many parents transfer their children to safer places, particularly to areas where protests
are unseen. Access to education institutions in rural areas is difficult because most of the
education institutions are heavily concentrated in urban areas (Institute Haitian of
Statistics {IHSI}, 2008). Moreover, schools in rural areas do not have high enrollment
rates especially when compared to schools situated in urban areas (Dupoux, Wolman, &
Estrada, 2005). The dropout rate is also as high as 80% in rural areas. The decision of
parents to transfer to safer areas during times of political violence may have
repercussions on their children regarding their education. The results suggest that parents
put the children's safety first before education in times of political violence and upheaval.

Theme 6: Poverty and the Haitian educational system
Contrary to the anticipated influence of political instability and violence, poverty
was indicated among other variables having an impact on the educational system. Poverty
was reported by the majority of the participants as the most influential factor affecting the
Haitian educational system. According to the Haitian Institute of Statistics (2006), recent
media reports indicate that, of the children who are school going age, up to 500,000 are
not able to attend due to financial constraints. Because there were participants who also
cited political factors as affecting the Haitian educational system, the results suggest that
when factors like political violence, poverty, lack of government resources, and the
unavailability of qualified teachers were compared side by side, Haitian educators would
likely .cite poverty as the most influential factor affecting the Haitian education system.
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Ninety percent of the participants claim that all schools should provide a daily meal to
students to enable them to perform in class. One of the participants even described how
her students come to school very happy and eager to learn in the morning, but by midday
they all shut down. Participant #3 stated: "one can hear my students little stomachs
growling; they cannot learn while they are hungry."

Theme 7: Educators and improving quality of Haitian education.
According to the educators who participated in this study, their hope for Haiti is
to provide children with quality education. There is a perception that students are not
given quality education because of the lack of resources and unqualified teachers. In
relation to political violence and instability, the participants did not seem to connect
politics and quality of education. This suggests that despite the perception among the
participants in this study that political violence affects the Haitian educational system,
educators do not necessarily believe that political violence and instability are the root
causes of the problem. And when politics and education were separately considered, the
results suggest that educators are more likely to be more concerned with education than
politics.

Limitations
In order to increase the integrity and applicability of the results of the study, a

number of limitations are outlined and discussed. First, because this study utilized a
qualitative approach, which meant that only a few participants were accommodated, the
findings of this study cannot be generalized to a larger population beyond the sample.
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However, the results may be used to inform future studies especially quantitative
confirmatory studies. Second, because the participants were not evenly distributed in
terms of gender, experience, and place of teaching (rural and urban), a direct comparison
of the results based on these demographic variables was not possible. Moreover, some
extraneous variables such as differences in historical context could have influenced their
perceptions regarding political violence and the Haitian educational system. Third, the
research was limited to teachers only in primary and secondary schools and did not
include students or those in higher education.
Finally, many other variables are related to the state of the Haitian educational
system such as poverty, lack of government resources, and unavailability of qualified
teachers. Therefore, the perceptions of educators regarding political violence were
difficult to control. The results of this study might have been influenced by variables
other than the focus of this study, which was Haitian politics.

Recommendations
Based on the findings of this study, a few recommendations are made. First, the
results suggest that more than political violence, poverty is associated with the perceived
poor quality of the Haitian educational system. Political dynamics in general were
perceived to be influential in education because of the disruption it creates. However,
when politics is compared to poverty, participants believe that poverty is more influential
in the deteriorating quality of the Haitian educational system. It is therefore
recommended that poverty should also be prioritized by the government to solve the
probl~ms

of the Haitian educational system.
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Second, the results of this study revealed that one of the effects of political
violence in Haiti is that it disrupts teachers' curriculum for the year, often resulting in
non-completion of the curriculum. This could have an effect in students' learning,
especially in terms of their not acquiring the necessary knowledge and skills for a
particular year level. It is therefore recommended that teachers create a lesson plan that is
adaptable to changes and revisions in order to cope with the disruptive effects of political
violence. Another recommendation is to institute make-up classes in order to catch up
with the missed lessons.
Third, for future research, it is recommended to acquire participants who are
evenly distributed in terms of location, experience, and gender. It is also recommended to
include students as well as higher education professors to compare their ideas or opinion
regarding the quality of education they expect for their country. It might be beneficial to
explore how each demographic contributes to the differences of perceptions among
educators.
Finally, in order to generalize the results of this study to a larger population, a
confirmatory quantitative study needs to be undertaken. In quantitative studies, a larger
sample is needed in order to allow for the ability to generalize the results. Moreover,
future studies that employ a quantitative research approach will expand the literature on
poverty, political violence, and the educational system in Haiti.

Post Earthquake Recommendations to Improve Haitian Education
Haiti (mostly Port-au-Prince) was struck by a powerful earthquake on January 12,
2010 . .As a result, the education sector has recorded massive Haitian human and material
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losses. According to a report by the Ministry of National Education and Vocational
Training (MENFP) (2010), in Port-au-Prince, 57% of public schools and 26% of private
schools were destroyed. Further statistics show that 52% (2,394) of private schools are
damaged and cannot accommodate children. The Director General of Ministry of
Education, Pierre Michel Laguerre, reveals that only 58 public schools and 929 private
schools, representing 20% of the total number of schools, are intact after the earthquake
( www .metropolehaiti.com, retrieved 2/23/2010).
With respect to casualties, officials of the Ministry of Education informed that
3,951 students, 541 teachers, and 189 staff members were killed. The statistics of the
missing have not been notified by the Evaluation Commission. In the metropolitan area
of Port-au-Prince, 95% of schools are managed by the private sector (4,530 private
against 271 schools).
There is a dire need to restructure the quality of education in Haiti after the
disastrous earthquake. The researcher will point out further recommendations based on
the findings of the study in the conclusions.

Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, interpretations and inferences were made based on the results of
the data analysis. For this study, a qualitative methodology was used to analyze the
interview responses of 15 educators in Haiti. The results of this study suggest that
political violence has disruptive effects in the Haitian educational system, particularly in
terms of students missing classes, families migrating to safer places, and failure to adhere
to prescribed curriculum. However, the results also suggest that poverty may have been
more influential in the Haitian educational system. An exploration of the interaction of
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both political violence and poverty is necessary to gain a more complete understanding of
the current state of the Haitian educational system.

In order to give context to the results of this study, a set of limitations were
delineated. These limitations included: lack of ability to generalize the findings, failure to
compare demographic variables because of uneven participant characteristics, and the
presence of relevant variables other than politics. Recommendations were also made
regarding the changes that might be needed to offset the negative effects of political
violence and for future studies.
Finally, students' experiences in school when there is political violence should be
included in future studies through a quantitative research with a large sample of teachers
and students from all regions in Haiti. The researcher also believes that the response to
the January 12, 2010, earthquake will give opportunities to revamp the Haitian education
system in its integrality.
Further recommendations should be as follows:
1. Build more public schools, especially in rural areas, to accommodate all children

whose parents cannot afford private school tuitions.
2. Create a government security force to protect school and university premises
against political violence.
3. Teacher salary can be a very good incentive to attract talented people in the
educational systems.
4. Equip all schools with technology, science laboratories, and computer labs to
enable students to compete in the real world.
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5. Provide all elementary and secondary students, whether they live in rural, inner
city, or urban areas, with a daily meal. As several participants pointed out in their
responses within the research study, students cannot learn when they are hungry.
6. Make it unlawful for political parties or politicians to aim at schools and students
to pass their political agenda.
7. Require school teachers to attend formal seminars on education foundations, child
psychology, and other education courses to enable them to be proficient with
students.
8. Loan textbooks to public school students to enable them to participate in class
activities, providing a signed contract with their parent so students can return the
textbooks at the end of the course session.
9. Provide all children access to quality education, including technology in public
schools in their neighborhood, so they do not have to use public transportation for
more than two hours to attend private schools.
10.

Revamp and structure all secondary schools to include a career path where
students are exposed to trade and vocational oriented courses before the end of the
secondary cycle.

11.

Provide every school with at least a guidance counselor and a school psychologist
for at least 5 to 10 schools.

12.

Provide safety codes and regular building inspectionsfor all schools at least twice
a year.
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The above recommendations, if considered, can be the framework to build a better
educational system in Haiti. In addition, the researcher believes with all the international
aid pouring into the country after the January 12, 2010 earthquake, opportunities can be
utilized to revamp the Haitian education system in its integrality.
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Questionnaire

1. If you are an educator what level are you teaching?
Primary__

Secondary_

Other_

2. How long have you been teaching?
1 to 5 years __

6 to 10 years__

11 or more__

3. Did political changes influence your own educational opportunities and experiences?
YES OR NO, Please explain.

If you are an educator please answer questions 4 through 6. If you are not an active

educator, go to number 7.

4. Did recent political disorders and civil violence impact the school(s) where you have
taught? Yes or no, please explain.

5. Does the curriculum influence your students' understanding of Haitian history,
political regimes and individual and collective change efforts?

6. How have recent political upheavals and civil violence
teacher? (Please continue to # 7).
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impacted you as a

7. What formal or informal suggestions do you think would strengthen the school's role
in creating a just and stable society in Haiti?

8. To what extent has political change and violence impacted mobility of families and
students in your community? (Have they moved elsewhere or changed school
enrollments as a result?)

9. Which of the following items having had an impact on Education in Haiti?
Rank from 1 to 5; 1 being the highest impact and 5 being the least.
Poverty_ __
Lack of government resources_
Political violence_ __
Availability of trained teachers _ _
Other (explain) _ __

10. What are your hopes for the future of Haiti and the children's education? Your
comments and suggestions are vital to this research study.
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" Specific Ideas For Success

-PO Box240
Rockville, MD 20848

www.pcgroup.biz

To Whom this May Concern:
This letter is to confirm that I, Hyppolite Pierre, Executive Director of the Pierre Consultancy
Group, am the certified French and Haitian (Creole) languages translator who did the
translation work for Ph.D. Candidate Gertrude Joseph .

!f you have any questions or concern, please contact me by phone at • • • • •• or by
email at
Best regards,
:Yferre
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Questionnaire
Le but de ce questionnaire est de recueillir des informations et opinions sur l'impact de la
politique sur !'education en Ha!ti.

Femelle
Gendre: Male
Pays de Residence
Location: Rural
Lieu recule de la ville
Centre-ville Faubourg
Age: 25-30__
31-40_ 41-50_ 51 ou plus_
Profession: Enseignant__
Autre (Precisez)_
1.-Si YOUS etes enseignant, a quel niveau enseignez-vous?
Primaire__
Secondaire_
Autre_
2.- Yous enseignez depuis quand?
1a5 ans__
6 a 10 ans__

11 ans

OU

plus __

3. - Precisez comment les changements politiques ont influence vos propres opportunites
educationnelles et VOS experiences?
Si vous etes enseignant, repondez s'il vous plai't aux questions 4 jusqua 6. Sinon,
continuez en repondant a la 7eme question.
4.-Expliquez comment les desordres politiques recents et la violence societale ont affecte
l'ecole ou les ecoles ou vous enseignez?
5.-Dites comment le curriculum influence la comprehension de vos etudiants de l'histoire
leur pays (Haiti), des regimes politiques, et les efforts individuels et collectifs pour le
changement en Ha!ti?
6.-Dites comment les recents evenements politiques et la violence societale ont affecte
votre experience d'enseignant (S'il

YOUS

plait, repondez a la 7eme question).
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7.-Quelles suggestions, formeJle

OU

informelles, que

YOUS

croyez propice

a pouvoir

renforcer le role de l'ecole dans la demarche pour creer une societe ha'itienne plus juste et
plus stable?
8.-En quel sens Jes changements politiques et la violence ont affecte la mobilite
(migration) des familles et etudiants de votre communaute?(Ont-ils quitte la zone, ou ontils simplement change d'etablissement scolaire en consequence de ces inconveniences)
9.-Lequel de ces problemes est entrain d'affecter le systeme d'education en Ha'iti?
Classe de 1 a 5; 1 signifie le plus grand impact, et 5 signifie !'impact le plus minime.
La pauvrete_ __
Le manque de ressources au niveau gouvernemental_
La violence politique _ __
Carence (ou) Abondance d'enseignants qualifies _ _
Autre (Expliquer) __
10.- Quels sont vos espoirs pour l'avenir d'Hai'ti et !'education des enfants? Vos
commentaires et suggestions sont d'une importance vitale pour cette recherche.
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Kesyone
Rezon kesyone sa a, se pou rasanble enfomasyon ak opinyon sou enpak Politik genyen
sou edikasyon an n Ayiti.

Fanm

Seks ou: Gason
Nan ki Peyi w-ap viv?
Ki zoo: Riral

Nan mitan lavil Lavi]

Anba lavil

Ki laj ou: 25-30__ 31-40_ 41-50_ Depase 51 an_

Pwofesyon: Met lekol__

Lot bagay (Di kisa)_

1.- Si wou se met lekol, nan ki nivo w-ap anseye?
Prime__
Segonde_
Lot nivo_
2.- Depi kile w-ap anseye?
1a5 an

6 a 10 an__

11 an ou plis __

3. - Eske chanjman politik yo enfliyanse opotinite wou ak nivo eksperyans wou nan zafe
edikasyon? Wi ou non, Eksplike?
Si wou se met lekol, souple reponn kesyon depi nimewo 4 la, jouska nimewo 6 Ian. Si ou
pap anseye kounouye-a, koumanse pito reponn a kesyon nimewo 7 la.
4.- Eske zafe dezod politik ak vyolans nan peyi a (vyolans sivil) afekte lekol ou se
pwofese an? Wi ou non, eksplike?
5.-Kouman bagay timoun yo dwe aprann nan klas wou an enfliyanse jan elev yo
konprann istwa peyi d Ayiti, rejim politik yo, ak jefo ki fet pa grenn moun e pa gwoup
moun tou pou fe peyi a fe kek ti pa an n avan?
6.- Eske pwoblem politik ane ki sot pase la yo ak vyolans nan sosyete a, afekte wou kom
youn met lekol? Wi

OU

non eksplike
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7.- Ki sijesyon wou ka fe, fomelman oubyen konsa-konsa, pou lekol yo ta ede peyi d
Ayiti vin youn peyi ki pi jis ak estab?
8.- Di kouman pwoblem ak chanjman politik yo afekte lavi moun yo nan kominote w la,
nan zafe kite zon Ian?
(Eske yo al rete lot kote, oubyen eske se lot moun ki vin aprann nan lekol kote w pwofese
a?)
9.- Di kiles nan bagay sa yo ki afekte zafe edikasyon plis nan peyi d Ayiti?
Ekri 1jouska5 pou eksplike pwendvi wou: nimewo 1 an, se pi gwo pwoblem Ian;
nimewo 5 Ian, se pi piti pwoblem lan.
Lamize _ __
Leta pa la ni pa bay ect_
Vyolans politik._ __
Manke pwofese prepare_ _
Lot bagay (Eksplike) __

10.- Ki espwa wou pou lavni peyi d Ayiti nan zafe edikasyon timoun yo? Komante wou
ak sijesyon wou enpotan anpil pou rechech sa-a.
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Lynn University

Principal Investigator: Gertrude Joseph
Project Title: The Impact of Politics on Education in Haiti 1988 -2008.
IRB Project Number: 2009-018
IRB Action by the Convened Full Board:
Date of IRB Review of Application and Research Protocol: 08/18/09
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Lynn University
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Lynn Univel'sity
TlllS OOCllM F.NT SHALL ONLY BE USED TO PRO\'[l)E AUTllORIZATION FOR \ 'OLl.l\!TAHY
CONSENT

PROJECT TITLE: The Impact of Politics 011 Education in Haiti 1988-2008.
Project !RB Number~O"~ .ol(y1m University 360 I N. Military Trail Boca Raton. Florida 33431
I _Gertrud<' Joseph , am a doctoral student at Lynn University. I am studying Global Leadership; with a
sperialintion in Educational Administration one of my <kgrce r~qu irem c·nts is to conduct a research study.

DIRECTIONS FOR THE PARTICIPANT:
You arc being asked to participate in my research study. Please read this carefully. This form provide~ you with
information about the study. The Principal Investigator GERTRUDE JOSEPI I or his/her representative if
applicable:. will answer all of your questions. Ask questions about anything you don't understand before deciding
whether or not to participate. You are free lo ask questions at any lime before, during. or after your participation in
this study. Your participation is entirely voluntary and you can refuse to pa11icipale without penalty or loss of
benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. You acknowledge that you are an educator at least 25 years of age. and
that you do not involve in any politica l part ies in Haiti. Barriers that preclude understanding of explanations
contained in this authorization for voluntary consent.

PUUPOSE OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY: The study is about The Impact of Politics on Education in Haiti.
There will be approxi mately 15 to 50 people invited to pmlicipatc in this study. l\1r1icipalll > "ill lw ll\Chlh
~ducill1'r!'- frnrn primar;. and sc·cnndat") "iclHlOb \\ ith fl'\\ govl.!nllll L'Jll ofliciab
PROCEDURES:
Please sign this consent form. If you agree to participate in this research. Then, you will proceed first to complete
a demographic .rnrvel' and this is followed by an interview(s). In the interview. you will be asked to elaborate on
questions that are relevant to this study and to provide insights about political instability and education in Haiti .
There are I0 1111esriom lo he an.nrered.. The survey and interview should take about 30 minutes to complete.
The interview begins with your response to demographic questions. Next you will be asked to elaborate on
questions that arc relevant to this study and to provide your insights about political insrnbility and education in
Hait i. The interview should take about 30 minutes to complete. A follow up interview or a telephone call may be
necessary at a mutually agreed upon time and place, of approximately 20 minutes in duration .
The interview may be recorded on audio-tape to allow a more accurate transcription . This interview will be done
(in pc:r.rn11. over rhe phone) in response to questions provided by the researcher. You have the right to rev iew all or

any portion of the tape. and request that it be destroyed.
POSSIBLE RISKS OR DISCOMFORT: This study involves minimal risk. You may find that so me of the
questions are sensitive in nature. In addition. participation in this study requires a minimal amount of your time and
effon.
POSSIBLE BENEFITS: There may be no direct benefit to you in patticipating in this research. But knowledge
may be gained which may help further studies on Education in Haiti.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS: There is no financial compensation for your part ic ipation in this
research. There are no costs lo you as a result of your participation in this study.
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CONFIDENTIALITY
This research study will be confidential. The researcher will ensure all forms of confidentiality to be fully
respected. .All infonnation will be held in strict confidence and will not be disclosed unless required by
law or regulation .
The results of this study may be published in a dissertation, scientific journals or presented at professional
meetings. In addition, your individual privacy will be maintained in all publications or presentations
resulting rrom this study.
All the data gathered during this study, which were previously described, will be kept strictly confidential
by the researcher. Data will be stored in locked files and destroyed at the end of the research or after five
years. All infonnation will be held in strict confidence and will not be disclosed unless required by law or
regulation. Data can also be kept for further research.
RIGHT TO WITHDRAW: You are tree to choose whether or not to participate in this study. There will
be no penalty or Joss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled if you choose not to participate.
CONTACTS FOR QUESTIONS/ACCESS TO CONSENT FORM: Any further questions you have
about this study or your participation in it, either now or any time in the future, will be answered by
Gertrude Joseph (Principal Investigator) who may be reached at: 561-827-7632 and Dr Marcheta Wright,
faculty advisor who may be reached at: (561) 237-7833 For any questions regarding your rights as a
research subject, you may call Dr Farazmand, Chair of the Lynn University Institutional Review Board for
the Protection of Human Subjects, at (561) 237-7847. If any problems arise as a result of your participation
in this study, please call the Principal Investigator, Gertrude Joseph and the faculty advisor (Dr. Wright)
immediately.
A copy of this consent fo1m will be given to you.

AUTHORIZATION FOR VOLUNTARY CONSENT:
I have read and understand this consent fonn . I have been given the opportunity to ask questions,
and all my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I have been assured that any future questions
that may arise will be answered. I understand that all aspects of this project will be carried out in the
strictest of confidence, and in a manner in which my rights as a human subject are protected. I have been
informed of the risks and benefits. I have been infonned in advance as to what my task(s) will be and what
procedures will be followed.
I voluntarily choose to participate. I know that I can withdraw this consent to participate at any
time without penalty or prejudice. I understand that by signing this form I have not waived any of my legal
rights. I further understand that nothing in this consent form is intended to replace any applicable Federal,
state, or local laws. I understand that I will receive a copy of this fonn.

Participant's printed name

I consent to be audio taped
Participant's signature

Date

INVESTIGATOR'S AFFIDAVIT: I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the
above project. The person participating has represented to me that he/she is at least 18 years of age, and
that he/she does not have a medical problem or language or educational barrier that precludes his/her
understanding of my explanation. I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge the person who is
signing this consent form understands clearly the nature, demands, benefits, and risks involved in his/her
participation and his/her signature is legally valid.

(iertrucfe Josryh
Signature of Investigator

of !RB Approval:
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Lynn University
CE DOCUMENT NE PEUT ETRE UTILISE QUE POUR FOURNIR L'AUTORISATION
NECESSAIRE ATOUT CONSENTEMENT VOLONTAIRE

TITRE DU PROJET:
Numero IRB du Projef:

Impact~ la politique sur le systeme educationel en Haiti

1988-2008.

~t7'f- f ~nn University 360 l N. Military Trail, Boca Raton, Florida 33431

Je suis Gertrude Joseph, une etudiante a Lynn University sur le point d'obtenir mon doctoral. Ma
concentration est dans le domaine du leadership, et ma specialisation est en administration pedagogique.
Pour obtenir mon diplome, Je dois entreprendre une etude des recherches specifiques.

DIRECTIONS
RECHER CHE:

POUR

TOUS

CEUX

QUI

PARTICIPENT

A CETTE

Nous vous prions de prendre part a cette etude basee sur des recherches precises. S' il vous plait. lisez
attentivement. Ce fonnulaire vous infonne bien sur Jes efforts en cours pour cette recherche.
L'investigatrice principale de cette recherche est GERTRUDE JOSEPH, et quiconque autre travaillant
entant que sa representante pourra repondre ii vos questions. Yous pouvez poser des questions qui vous
plaise. Demandez bien que !'on reponde ii quelqu'une de vos apprehensions ou malentendues avant de
decider si oui ou non vous vous etes decide de prendre part ii ce projet. Yous avez le plein droit de poser
n'importe quelle question ii n'importe quel moment avant, pendant, et m€me apres avoir donne vos reponses
a nos questions en tant que chercheurs. Yotre participation est strictement volontaire et vous pouvez refuser
de participer, sans rien perdre rien en termes de benefices ou de redevances qui sont essentiellement votres,
a cause de votre decision . Yous nous informez du meme coup que vous etes enseignant et que vous etes
ages d'au moins 25 ans, et vous n'etes membre d'aucun parti politique en Haiti: de telles circonstances
rendent difficiles, sinon impossible votre participation dans ce projet et !'imposition de votre signature sur
la forme de consentement.

BUT DE CETTE RECHERCHE: L'etude que nous entreprenons est au sujet de /'impact de la
polirique sur !'education en Haili. On aura approximativement de 15 jusqu'il 50 individus qui seront invites
a y prendre part. Les panicipants ;,eront en general des en;,eignants de classe primaires et sccondaires. et
quelques officiels du gouvernemenc.
PROCEDURES:
Priere de signer cette forme, si vous acceptcz de participer dans cette recherche, vous devez d'abord
completer un sondage demographique, et vous aurez aussi a faire une ou quelques entrevues avec nous. Au
cours de l'entrevue, on vous proposera d'elaborer sur des questions qui ont rapport avec le sujet d'etude, el
aussi d'emettre votre opinion sur l'instabilite politique et !'education en Haiti. Yous aurez a repondre a I 0
questions. Le sondage et l'entrevue pourraient durer au maximum 30 minutes.
L'entrevue debute avec votre reponse sur les questions demographiques. On vous demandera ensuite
d'emettre votre opinion sur des questions qui ont de !'importance pour le sujet sur lequel nous travaillons, et
de faire part de votre point de vue sur les questions qui ont rapport avec l'instabilite politique et !'education
en Hai'ti. L'entrevue ne devrait durer que 30 minutes au maximum. Une autre t€te-a-tete, (en personne ou
par telephone) pourrait etre necessaire et pourrait prendre lieu a un endroit et un temps determines par les
partis, et ne devrait durer pas plus que 20 minutes.
L'entrevue peut bien etre enregistree sur cassette pour qu'on puisse la retranscrire sur papier; cela assure la
precision de notre transcription orale et de ce que nous ecrirons. Yous avez le droit d'entendre vos proper
reponses sur cassette, en partie ou en totalite, et vous pouvez meme insister que l'on rejette (detruise)
l'enregistrement de votre entrevue.
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POSSIBLILITE DE RISQUES ET INCOMFORT: Les risques possibles dans cette etude sont

rninirnes. Yous pouvez considerer certaines questions posees un peu trap sensibles pout y repondre, a cause
de leur nature. En outre, votre participantion dans cette etude universitaire requiert que vous nous offrez
une toute petite periode de votre temps, et vous aurez aussi a faire un effort minimum a notre egard.

LES BENEFICES PROBABLES A EN TIRER: Youz pouvez ne rien beneficier personnellement
en faisant parti de cette recherche. Mais, !es choses desquelles nous apprendrons peuvent bien beneficier le
systeme educatif haHien dans sa totalite.
CONSIDERATIONS FINANCIERES: Yotre participation dans cette recherche ne resultera point en
une forme de compensation financiere. Yous n'aurez rien non plus
sondage.

a payer pour pouvoir prendre part a ce

CONFIDENTIALITE
Cette etude que nous entreprenons restera confidentielle. Les chercheurs feront tout ce qui est possible pour
assurer la confidentialite de ce travail sous toutes ses fonnes . Toutes les infonnations seront retenues en
stricte confidentialite, et rien ne sera rendu public sans demande expresse faite qui soit basee sur la loi ou
des regulations qui en relatent.
Les resultats de cette etude pourraient bien etre publies sous forme de dissertation, dans des revues
scientifiques, ou presentes dans quelque forum professionel. D'une maniere ou d'une autre, votre anonymite
sera maintenue dans toutes les publications ou presentations qui en decouleront.
Toutes !es infonnations obtenues au cours de cette etude, desquelles nous avions deja parlees, seront
maintenues de maniere stricte et confidentielle par nos chercheurs. Ces informations seront gardees dans
des placards a clef, et elles seront detruites a la fin de notre recherche ou apres une periode qui ne depassera
pas cinq ans. Ces infonnations seront aussi maintenues en stricte confidence et ne seront point divulguees,
It moins que ce soit par obligation legale ou regulatoire. On pourrait aussi maintenir ces informations pour
plus de recherches.
LE DROIT DE S'EN RETIRER: Yous etes libre de decider de participer ou non ii cette recherche. Yous
n'aurez point de penalite a endurer, et ne perdrez rien entant que benefice qui vous est dt1, que vous decidiez
ou non d'y prendre part.
CONTACTS POUR REPONDRE A VOS QUESTIONS/ACCES A LA FORME DE
CONSENTEMENT: Si vous avez d'autres questions sur cette recherche, maintenant ou dans un autre
temps, veuillez les adresser a Gertrude Joseph (lnvestigatrice Principale) en appellant au 561-827-7632.
Yous pouvez aussi contacter Dr Marcheta Wright, conseillere de la faculte. au (561) 237-7833 . Pour toutes
questions a propos de vos droits en tant que sujet de cette recherche, vouz pouvez appeler Dr Farazmand,
Chairman du Lynn University Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects, au (561)
237-7847. Si la suite de votre participation a cette etude vous cause quelque probleme, contactez
immediatement l'Investigatrice Principale, Gertrude Joseph et la conseillere de la faculte, (Dr. Wright).
On vous enverra· une copie de cette forme de consentement.
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AUTHORISATION POUR VOTRE CONSENTEMENT VOLONTAIRE:
J'ai lu et bien compris ce formulaire de consentement. J'ai eu l'opportunite de poser des questions. et
elles ont toutes ete repondues de maniere satisfaisante. Je suis bien assure(e) que toutes questions que je
pourrais avoir dans un autre temps seront repondues. Je comprends tres clairement que tousles aspects de
ce projet prendront lieu dans un atmosphere de confidentialite absolue, et en sorte que mes droits en tant
que sujet humain seront tous respectes. J'ai ete bien inforrne(e) de tousles risques et benefices a en courir.
On m'a aussi informe a l'avance de mes obligations (devoirs) en tant que participant(e) ace projet, et des
procedures que je do is suivre.
J'ai volontairement choisi de prendre part a cette etude. Je sais que j'ai le droit de me retirer de cette etude
sans condition, ou perdre des benefices qui me sont dlls. Je comprends qu'en apposant ma signature sur ce
formula ire, je n'ai pas mis fin a mes droits legaux. Je comprends tout aussi bien que rien dans ce fomrnlaire
ne saurait remplacer les lois federales , departementales, et locales. Je comprends tout aussi bien que je
recevrai une copie de ce formulaire

Norn du (de la) Participant(e),

Date

J'accepte que ma voix soil enregistree

Date

Signature du (de la) Participant{e)

AFFIDAVIT DE L'INVESTIGATRICE: J'ai explique avec grand soin ace (cette) participant(e) la
nature de ce projet. La personne qui prend part a ce projet m'a confie qu'elle a au moins 18 ans, et qu'elle
n'a aucun probleme medical ou de barriere linguistique ou educationne l qui puisse l'emp€cher de
comprendre mes explications. Je certifie ainsi qu'en toute dependence sur mes abilites, la personne qui
signe cette forme de consentement comprend clairement la nature, les demandes, les benefices, et les
risques impliques dans sa participation ace projet et sa signature est legalement valable .

Gertrutfe Josij7h
Date d'Approbation de l'IRB:

Signature de l'lnvestigatrice
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Lynn Universily
DOKIMAN SA-A SE SELMAN POU BAY MOUN Kl PWAL ITILIZE-L YO MWAY EN POU YO
KA OEMONTRE KE YO BAY KONSANTMAN YO SAN PRES YON
Tit Pwoje a: Enpak Politi~,Y.:r:x7r.t:?ou Edikasyon an n Ayiti 1988-2008.
Nimewo !RB Pwoje-a:Z._0__ 't:'ynfr>university 360 I N. Military Trail Boca Raton, Florida 33431
Mwen _Gertrude Joseph, se yon etidyan k ap fe doktora mwen nan Lynn University. M ap eitidye
Lideship nan mond nan, epitou m ap fe yon espesyalizasyon nan Administrasyon sou zafe Edikasyon.
Youn'n nan bagay ke mwen dwe fe pou m vin diplome, se youn rechech akademik sou zafe sa a.
SA' W OWE FE KOM PATISIPAN NAN ETID SA-A:
M ap mande wou pou patisipe nan elid sa-a. Tanpri. Ii sa ki ekri yo ak anpil prekosyon. Fom sa a ap ba-w
enfomasyon sou etid la. Moun k ap dirije envestigasyon an, GERTRUDE JOSEPH, ap reponn a tout
kesyon ke wou te ka genyen. Pose kesyon sou nempot ki kalite bagay ou pa konprann avan pou deside si
wou vie patisipe nan travay sa-a. Wou gen dwa poze I kesyon avan, pandan, e menm apre ou fin patisipe
nan etid sa-a. Patisipasyon-w Ian, se youn bagay ke w-ap fe paske wou vie, e wou ka refize patisipe san sa
pa kreye ankenn pwoblem pou wou; wou pa p pedi anyen ke yo te ka sipoze bawou (si gen yon bagay ke yo
vie bawou).Men selman tou, patisipasyon-w vie di ke ou se youn pwofese lekol ki gen omwen 25 an daj, e
ke wou pa manm ankenn pati politik an n Ayiti. Barye ki rann Ii difisil pou konprann eksplikasyon ke nou
bay nan otorizasyon sa-a pou konsantman volonte wou.
POU KI REZON N AP FE ETID SA-A: Etid sa-a, se sou kesyon Enpak Politik genyen sou zafe
edikasyon an n Ayiti . Nap genyen antou, anl 15 ak 50 moun k ap envite pou yo patisipe ladan t. Majorite
patisipan yo. se moun ki nnseye lekol depi kins prilne _iouska kl as segondc.
PW OS EDI:
Tanpri siyen dokimen sa-a, si-w dako pou patisipe nan etid la, ou dwe konplete avan tout lot bagay yon
sondaj demograjik; apre sa, n ap re kek entevyou ak wou. Nan entevyou sa yo, nou ka mande wou pou bay
plis presizyon sou kesyon ke nou bay plis enpotans nan etid la, epitou pou bay opinyon pa wou sou
pwoblem enstabilite politik Ian, ak pwoblem nan sistem edikasyon an tou ki genyen an n Ayiti. Gen selman
I0 kesyon pou reponn. Sondaj la ak entevyou an ka pran antou, 30 min it pou reponn ,
Entevyou an koumanse ak repons wou sou zafe demografik (popilasyon). Apre sa, kesyon yo pwal chita
sou etid sa-a menm, ak opinyon wou sou zafe enstabilite politik ak edikasyon an n Ayiti. Antou, n ap gen
pou nou diskite pou selman apepre 30 minit. Petet ken ap oblije fe youn lot entevyou, ousinon, yon ti pale
nan telefon nan youn leak kote ke nou dako, e sa pap pran plis ke ven (20) min it.
Mwen ka setoblije anrejistre entevyou an pou mwen sa si ke mwen ekri egzakteman sa ke wou di mwen
an . Entevyou ap fet (fas a fas, nan telefon) kankou youn repons a kesyon ke moun k ap fe rechech la te
poze. Se dwa wou konpletman pou tande youn ti bout nan tep la, oubyen menm tout tep la ki di egzakteman
sake oumenm ak pwop bouch pa wou te repete; ou ka menm mande pou nou efase pati pa-w la nan tep Ian.
POSIBILlTE RISK AK MALALEZ: Etid sa gen risk, men yo vreman piti anpil. Petet ke wou ka twouve
ke gen kesyon ki sansib pou reponn a yo. Anplis de sa, patisipasyon wou nan etid sa-a mande youn ti tan ak
jefo bo kote pa wou.
BENEFJS WOU KA JWEN: Gendwa ke wou pa p benefisye direkteman poutet patisipasyon wou nan
etid sa-a. Men, nou kapab aprann anpil bagay ak patisipasyon wou, e sa ka ede konprann zafe edikasyon an
n Ayiti.
KONSIDERASYON EKONOMIK: Nou pa gen lajan pou nou ka bay pou sa patisipe nan rechech sa-a.
Ou pa gen pou bay senkob nonplis paske ou patisipe nan travay sa-a.
KONFIDANS: Rechech sa-a konfidansyel. Moun k ap fe rechech Ian re zate 1 yon Fason pou sa ki di ant
oumenm ak Ii rete konsa. Tout enfomasyon yo ape rete nan mwayen pou wou sa pa gen
ankenn pwoblem ak kelkilanswa, amwens ke lalwa Uij) mande pou tande sa k te di dapre otorizasyon lalwa.
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Nou ka byen pibliye rezilta etid sa yo nan yon disetasyon , youn jounalk syantifik, oubyen nan
reyinyon pwofesyonel. Men kanmenm, n ap toujou fe youn jan pou pesonn lot moun pa konn
kiyes ki te di kisa e kite.
Moun k ap fe rechech sa yo ap kenbe tout enfomasyon yo konfidansyel. N ap sere tout papye yo epitou,
kou nou fini ak travay sa-a, n ap detwi tout papye. Plis tan ke sa ka pran pou nou detwi yo, se senk an. Se
lalwa (tribinal) selrnan ki pou ta fe nou met enfornasyon sa yo deyo. Nou ka kenbe enf6masyon sa yo tou
pou lot rechech k ap fet sou menm kesyon an.
DWA WOU POU KfTE SA: Wou gendwa di ke wou pa vie patisipe ank6 nan etid sa-a. Nou paka
penalize-w poutet sa, ni fe-w pedi benetis ke wou ta sipoze genyen paske wou di ke wou pa p patisipe anko
nan etid la.
KONTAK POU KESYON AK AKSE A FOM KONSANTMAN SA-A; Nenpot kesyon ou ka genyen
sou etid sa-a, oubyen sou patisipasyon wou ladan Ii, kounye a oubyen a lavni. Gertrude Joseph ap reponn
yo tout pou wou. Lise envestigate prensipal Ian, e wou ka rele Ii nan: 561-827-7632. Rele tou Dr Marcheta
Wright, konseye inivesite, nan: (561) 237-7833. Pou kesyon sou zafe dwa wou kom you sije nan rechech sa
a, ou kapab rele Dr Farazmand, Premye Tet nan Komite pou Pwoteje Moun ki Sije Rechi:ch nan Lynn
University Institutional Review Board, nan nimewo (561) 237-7847. Si kek ti pwoblem ta ka rive akoz de
patisipasyon wou nan etid sa a, souple rele Envestigate Prensipal Ian, Gertrude Joseph ak Konseyi: lnivesite
an (Dr. Wright) imedyatman. N ap bawou youn kopi f6rn konsantman an.

OTORIZASYON POU KONSANTMAN VOLONTE:
Mwen Ii epitou konprann f6m konsantman an. Mwen te gen opotinite pou m poze kesyon , e yo
reponn tout kesyon mwen yo ak satisfaksyon. Yo fe mwen konnen tou ke kelkilanswa kesyon mwen ka
genyen a lavni, map jwenn repons pou yo. Mwen konprann byen ke tout aspi: pwoje sa-a ap mennen an
tout konfidans, yon jan ki pou pwoteje dwa mwen pesonelman kom yon sije nan etid sa-a. Mwen aprann
byen sou tout risk ak benefis etid sa-a. Yo fe mwen konnen an n avans kisa map gen pou mwen fe, e kijan,
ki pwosedi map gen pou m swiv pou mwen sa ka fe yo.
Mwen deside patisipe nan etid sa a san presyon. Mwen konnen tou ke mwen ka rejte konsantman
mwen pou m patisipe nempot kile san pesonn paka fe mwen anyen ni ankenn pcnalite oubyen move kout
je. Mwen konprann tou ke siyati mwen sou fom sa-a pa vie di ke mwen pedi ankenn nan dwa legal mwen.
Mwen menm konprann tou ke, pa gen anyen nan fom konsantman sa-a ki ka ranplase ankenn nan lwa
federal, depatman, ou lokalite ke map viv Ian. Mwen aprann tou ke mwen ap resevwa youn kopi fom sa a.
Non patisipan an, ekri

Oat

Mwen dako pou vwa mwen anrejistre
Siyati Patisipan an

Oat

AFIDAVI ENVESTIGATE AN: Mwen eksplike toutjan m kapab pou sije etid la, rezon
prensipal pwoje an . Moun k ap patisipe nan etid safe mwen konnen ke Ii gen omwen dizwit (18) an, ke Ii
pa gen pwoblem medikal ni nonplis barye legal oubyen edikasyon ki taka fe Ii pa konprann sa mwen
eksplike I la. Mwen setifye ke nan tout sa mwen konnen ak konprann, moun k ap siyen fom sa-a konprann
byen nati, demand, benetis, ak risk ki enplike nan patisipasyon Ii, ki fe ke siyati Ii legalman valab.

<jertrucfe JosqJh
Siyati Envestigate an
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APPENDIXG
ENGLISH TRANSLATION SURVEY RESPONSES
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SURVEY ANSWER# 1
NAME: MM
GENDER: FEMALE
COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: HAITI, BON REPOS
LOCATION: URBAN
Age: 51 over
PROFESSION: DIRECTOR OTHER: DIRECTOR OF A PRIMARY SCHOOL
ORPHANAGE

1) Primary
2) 11 or more
3) Everything looks better now, however sometimes you can hear about civil disorder.
They need to change, because people are always fighting for power.
4) They do affect schools because whenever there is civil violence on the streets, students
stay home and they do not come to school.
5) I believe students should learn in their own language.
6) NO RESPONSE
7) I believe stability is the key toward improving education, because people don't know
what will happen the next minute. Everything is unpredictable; learning cannot happen
when students are worried.
8) When things go bad in the inner-city, people move in to urban or rural areas and you
never know who is moving next to your schools. Chances are we get diverse groups of
students including bandits or unruly people.
9) POLITICAL VIOLENCE -71
POVERTY-7 2
LACK OF GOVERNMENT RESOURCES -7 3
AVAILABILITY OF TRAINED TEACHERS -7 4
OTHERS -7 School construction is a problem, since there is no code, people build
schools as they wish.

10) My hope for the future of Haiti is to have the government involved so the system can
be better improved.
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SURVEY ANSWER# 2
NAME:KF
GENDER: MALE
COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: HAITI, Jacmel, Lamontagne, Lacroix
LOCATION: RURAL
AGE: 51 over
PROFESSION: EDUCATOR OTHER: SCHOOL DIRECTOR and PASTOR
1) Primary
2) 11 or more
3) I opened this school in 1998, so students can have a place in this rural area to call
school. Therefore I have no political changes [affiliations] that influence my own
educational opportunities.
4) Not really, I am a Christian person and I do not have anything to do with politics.
Since it is a rural area, political disorders have not affected schools in this area.
5) In rural areas, especially in primary schools we teach them what they need to know to
survive.
6) Whenever there is a rumor, I always encourage my students to stay home.
I tend to stay calm because political violence does not really affect this rural area that
much.
7) Sometimes, lack of school materials such as books, school uniforms, and paper pencils
create difficulties for students to learn. The students' parents are very poor; they cannot
afford some of the basic schools materials (i.e. paper and/or pencils).
8) People don't really leave this rural area for political violence. Usually rural areas are
considered to be peaceful places.

9) POVERTY 7 1
LACK OF GOVERNMENT RESOURCES 7 2
AVAILABILITY OF TRAINED TEACHER 7 3
POLITICAL VIOLENCE 7 4, It is not really a problem in rural areas.
OTHERS 7 Sometimes students do not come to school because of lack of food,
when they are hungry so they stay home.
10) My hope is for the Haitian government to be able to provide food and basic school
materials for all children who really need them.
My school's name is La Charite de la Croix and my students are in dire need of school
materials, such as food, money to pay the teachers, and school uniforms.
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SURVEY ANSWER# 3
NAME:MN
GENDER: FEMALE
COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: HAITI, JACMEL, JEANNETTE (South West of Haiti)
LOCATION: RURAL
PROFESSION: EDUCATOR
AGE: 31-40
1) PRIMARY SCHOOL
2) 1-5 YEARS
3) YES, political changes influence my own educational opportunities and experiences.
When students stop attending school in the middle of the year, they do not cover the
school curriculum for the current academic year and they end up behind.
Even when they attend school, one can observe that their body is in class but their mind is
somewhere else. Violence does not really happen in the rural area; however rumors from
the inner-city can provoke students to think otherwise.
4) Not really, because of rumors; parents tend to pick up their children early before the
school dismissal.
*WHAT KIND OF RUMOR?*.
Yes, sometimes bandits take advantage of peaceful rural peasants to order them to close
their schools. Once rumors spread around, people start panicking; teachers who live far
away from the school tend to not go to work.
5) Children should learn how to be motivated to become successful.
6) There was no violence last year or this current year, but rumors can destroy peaceful
school functioning .
7) Give all students opportunities to good schools with qualified teachers. There is also a
need in the rural areas for qualified teachers, I have the impression that children who do
not go to school are the ones to become bandits and turn to the streets to be violent.
8) In rural areas, students do not move out for political turmoil or violence which are
almost non-existent.

9) POVERTY 7 1
LACK OF GOVERNMENT RESOURCES 7 2
AVAILABILITY OF TRAINED TEACHERS 7 3
POLITICAL VIOLENCE 7 4, does not affect education or the school functionally.
10) MY hope for the future of Haiti is to equip public schools with qualified teachers for
the benefit of the Haitian children. Misery, lack of food as well as basic school materials
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should be one of the priorities for the government. Students should or must be provided
with a daily meal while in school, so they can function in class. A concrete example I
usually observe is when my students start school in the morning they are very happy, they
answer questions, participate in class activities but by mid-day around 11 :00 a.m., they
turn off. One can hear their little stomachs growling or rumbling from hunger. Therefore
a daily meal at school is a prime necessity for these students. Finally, all children should
have equal educational access no matter where they live. Without schooling, they become
the street bandits burning tires when there is political turmoil.
My school's name is Ecole Nationale de Colin.
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SURVEY ANSWER# 4
NAME: NJL
GENDER: MALE
COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: HAITI, Port-au-Prince
LOCATION: INNER-CITY
AGE: 41-50
PROFESSION: EDUCATOR
OTHER: ELECTRONIC ENGINEER and
DIRECTOR OF A TECHNICAL SCHOOL

1) SECONDARY
2) 11 OR MORE
3) Political changes, when they happen, have always had an impact in schools; especially
causing students difficulties to attend school. I teach in Port-au-Prince, where there is
always political turmoil more so than any other areas in the country. Rumors, once it
circulates around, it forces teachers and students to stay home. The ones who take risks to
attend schools are scared, sometimes gunshots can be heard around the neighborhood,
and you can guess what can happen with hundreds of students running all over the place,
hiding under desks for their safety.
4) Students usually do not attend school in their neighborhood. If they live in a poor area,
their parents may not send them to a school nearby. As a result, public transportation has
become extremely important in the lives of Haitian students. As I said earlier, if a student
lives in Delmas or Petionville, or any other areas surrounding Port-au-Prince; they must
use public transportation to go to school. Students may live one to two hours from their
school. So when their parents hear rumors that protestors will be on the street, they
automatically keep their children home for fear of their lives when taking public
transportation. Now, the main problem is the students are behind for the year, they are
unable to catch up with the school curriculum.
5) Motivated students are mostly interested in obtaining a trade diploma so they can be
marketable on the job industry. Even though, they risk their lives through gunshots, tires
burning on the street while going to school, they try their best to learn because they want
to achieve in the future.
6) This year (2009), we did not have political turmoil as usual. This academic year was
not as bad as the others. The students were able to cover the curriculum program for the
year. As we all know, in a country where political turmoil and changes are rampant
children tend not to cover the entire academic curriculum program for the year.
7) Well, in my opinion, the Haitian educational system has to be revamped in its entirety.
Haitian education system consists of rote memory, not comprehension; students are
exposed to too many subject areas in one year. I would suggest that every school have a
guidance counselor to help guide students in the field they tend to have an aptitude in.
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For instance, students can be on a track system to choose a career path related to their
desired profession. Another way to revamp the system is to equip the secondary schools
with laboratory materials. As a physics teacher, I can only use a chalkboard to explain
Intensity in class. For learning to take place in Chemistry, Physics or other science
courses, students must be exposed to practice as well as demonstration. In Haiti, it is the
contrary; students are only exposed to theory when taking science courses.
8) Well. In Port-au-Prince, they leave the areas; when the situation calms down in the
inner-city they go back to their homes. What can they do? This is their home, sometimes
they own it and they usually come back. This year (2009) was stable comparing to other
years.

9) Poverty 7 1
Political Violence 7 4
Lack of government resources 7 2
Availability of trained teachers 7 3
Others 7 Equip all schools, especially secondary schools with a science laboratory.
10) My hope for Haiti; Well, I always believe young people are the country's future and
hopes. It is true that our education is behind compared to other nations. If we invest now
in our youngsters to have an adequate education; perhaps in twenty years, the education
in Haiti can be on the road for a change. My last suggestion again is to have a track
system where students can choose a career at an early age. This will benefit students who
failed several times on the national baccalaureate exam. Revamp and restructure
education in Haiti to include more vocational oriented courses.
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SURVEY ANSWER# S
NAME: RC
GENDER: MALE
COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: HAITI, PETION VILLE
LOCATION: URBAN
AGE: 25-30
PROFESSION: EDUCATOR OTHER: ACCOUNTANT
1) Secondary
2) 1 to 5 years
3) Yes, economically, the political influence is a disadvantage for the country. Whenever
there is instability, the students' parents pay the consequences due to the fact they cannot
go to their activities. They must stay home for fear of not being among the victims. Once
the breadwinner cannot go to their activities, this affects the school tuition and teachers
compensation.
4) Yes, Not only political disorders and civil violence have impacted my school, it has
also affected all schools in the country. The children don't attend schools because their
parents do not want them to go for fear of being attacked on the street. It becomes a huge
problem for the teachers to cover the subject area and the curriculum for the year.
5) Our ancestors have worked very hard to improve the lives of its citizens; unfortunately
we are regressing in lieu of progressing. The actual government is not doing anything to
alleviate people's situations.
6) Yes, as I said earlier, civil violence has in the past affected students' performance. As
a teacher, it makes it difficult to teach students or to meet their basic intellectual needs.
7) To embrace education, we have to start at the beginning, I mean from primary schools
where students should be exposed to all basic materials to fulfill their educational needs.
8) As I have observed, people who have the opportunities to leave the country or send
their students away to school, have long done it to avoid being part of the political
turmoil in Haiti. We also observe a brain drain problem where professionals leave the
country for opportunities abroad.

9) Poverty 7 1
Political Violence 7 2
Lack of government resources 7 3
Availability of trained teachers 7 4
Others 7 Lack of investment in the education field. As we all know, education is one
of the critical elements of any society. If there is no investment (whether private or
goverpment), as a third world country, its development will be impossible.
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10) We have hope; I am telling you a lot of hope. To this date, we still have an education
system, even though it needs to be revamped. We need to invest more in our youngsters'
education.
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SURVEY ANSWER# 6
NAME: AR
GENDER: MALE
COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: HAITI, CARREFOUR
LOCATION: URBAN
AGE: 31-40
PROFESSION: EDUCATOR
OTHER: NO RESPONSE

1) Primary
2) 6 to 10 years
3) Yes, I think for all countries in the world, political changes influence all educational
entities. Whenever there is political instability, it affects my ability to perform in class or
to teach my students. Also, there is a brain drain effect because professionals flee the
country to live abroad where they have more opportunities.
4) Yes, indeed I remember one morning, when President Aristide was in power and the
students were still on the school ground doing our regular daily flag ceremony routine.
Suddenly, there was a rumor on the street and people started running. I don't have to tell
you how difficult it was to keep the students calm. I believe civil violence and political
turmoil are detrimental to students as well as teachers. Can you imagine? I had my lesson
plan ready to go, unfortunately, no teaching or learning could take place in that situation.
This is one of the reasons why we cannot cover the school program curriculum, because
rumors of violence or protests make Haitians run like crazy searching for safety.
5) Normally, if students are not exposed to their country history, they will lack of pride.
To be a citizen of a country, one should know the country's history.
6) Political upheavals, as I mentioned earlier, are detrimental to students' learning as well
as teachers' performance.
7) I believe the government should be involved in students' education. Institutional
organizations must have three functions: orientation, integration, and adaptation. The
government should help schools perform these three functions. The school's role is to
produce well rounded citizens.
8) When there is political instability, it is a huge problem. Once people have
opportunities to leave the country, they just do that. Yes, there are areas that used to be
smooth, when other people came to new areas; teachers are trained to deal with
newcomers.
9) Poverty 7 2

Political Violence 7 1
Lack of government resources 7 4
AV?ilability of trained teachers 7 3

IOI

Others ~ The government should be involved in studies to find out what professional
fields the country needs the most.
10) My hope in the future is for the government to help integrate their youngsters as part
of the society. The government should help with orientation, integration and adaption of
all its citizens.
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SURVEY ANSWER# 7
NAME: FR
GENDER: MALE
COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: HAITI, CAP HAITIEN
LOCATION: RURAL
AGE: 31-40
PROFESSION: EDUCATOR
1) Primary and Secondary
2) 6 to 10 years
3) Haiti has always been in political turmoil, it makes it psychologically difficult for
children to learn where there is political instability in a country. If there is no peace in a
country students will have difficulties to perform in class.
4) Whenever there is political unrest, it has influenced student's learning. Especially in
Haiti, the impact of political turmoil interferes a great deal with students learning
abilities.
5) For me, education begins with the family and continues at school. Children should be
taught how to Jove their country, as well as how to protect their natural environment. At
one point in history, Haiti was called the Pearl of Antilles for its natural beauty and its
mountainous landscape.
6) There were areas that I used to work where political violence has created trouble.
Being an educator, it is imperative that students learn in a peaceful manner and a stable
environment. Otherwise it is very difficult for students to comprehend a course.
7) In my opinion, I would like the government to be involved in creating more
opportunities for children to attend school.
8) Most of the time, people leave their home to move to another peaceful area for their
children to attend school in a safer environment. They do believe that their children have
the right to be protected by their parent. Their priority is to move to a safer place where
their children can have peace.
9) Poverty 7 1

Political Violence 7 4
Lack of government resources 7 2
Availability of trained teachers 7 3
Others 7 Unemployment
10.- My hope is for the government to take its responsibility when it comes to educating
its pe9ple. There are too many schools that have not met the minimum standards or
requirements to operate. Unfortunately, they are open and function with students. The
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government should take action by closing some schools that do not meet the minimum
standards.
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SURVEY ANSWER# 8
NAME:EA
GENDER: MALE
COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: HAITI, GONAIVES
LOCATION: INNER-CITY
AGE: 31-40
PROFESSION: EDUCATOR
1) Primary and Secondary
2) 6 to 10 years
3) When it comes to politics, you know Haiti has always been a troubled country for the
longest time. From my own experience, I see students sometimes have fear of anything
while attending class.
4) Where I am in Gonaives, the political disorders and civil violence have impacted the
school that I am currently teaching. When there is a protest on the street, the protesters
insist the school's participation in the demonstration otherwise they argue that the protest
will not be a success. The protestors provoke fear among students; this is one of the
reasons why most schools are forced to close in Gonaives to avoid the clash of students
with demonstrators.
5) In general, students in school have the right to know and to distinguish right from
wrong. They should be taught about their country history and other subject areas that will
enable them to survive and acquire general knowledge.
6) Political problems affect us tremendously; sometimes teachers are not willing to go to
work for security reasons.
7) My suggestions are the following: since there are local educated Haitian people as well
as the ones living abroad, I will suggest for them to meet and brainstorm how to revamp
the education system in Haiti for its betterment. Also, the politicians should realize that
education is the basic entity in any society. They should collaborate and find a way to
help the government to enforce some rules and regulations for education in Haiti to be at
a high standard to better educate the country's children.
8) Generally, when it comes to political turmoil, schools are always the first organization
to be affected. Other activities and businesses come after depending on the mood of the
protestors. Basically people tend to move to other peaceful areas.

9) POVERTY 7 1
LACK OF GOVERNMENT RESOURCES 7 2
AVAILABILITY OF TRAINED TEACHERS 7 3
POL{TICAL VIOLENCE 7 4
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OTHER-'.) Family concerns, sometimes children are affected by their family problems
and as an educator I have to go above and beyond or put myself at the student's level to
psychologically help him perform well in school.
10) Hopes for the future: My hope is for Haiti to have an educational system where all
children can attend school at an early age no matter what their economic situations are.
All children should have opportunities to attend school in a safe and secured
environment, as we, educators, grow older, they will be the ones replacing us.
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SURVEY ANSWER# 9
NAME: PR
GENDER: MALE
COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: HAITI, POINT A RAQUETTE, LA GONA VE
LOCATION: SUBURBAN
AGE: 31-40
PROFESSION: EDUCATOR
1) Primary and Secondary
2) 11 or more
3) Not really, normally since there are not many students attending schools in my area, it
is very important for the ones who have the opportunities to go to be educated at their
highest potential.
4) Yes, civil unrest affects school performance. For instance, one day someone fired a
gunshot at the school custodian because he had conflict with another group. It was
chaotic. Besides, the government should take responsibility of its people education.
5) For now, there is a little amelioration.
6) My opinion is to have all schools safe so the students can be perform well in class
when taking courses related to their ancestors' history.
7) Again my suggestions would be for all schools to have a safe environment where
students can freely perform in class without anxiety and fear.
8) Yes, political problems affect as well interfere with students' performance. If students
are engaged and suddenly they hear gunshots, they become traumatized, learning cannot
occur. This is one of the reasons some parents tend to move to a more secure
environment for their children's safety.

9) POVERTY 7 1
LACK OF GOVERNMENT RESOURCES 7 2
AVAILABILITY OF TRAINED TEACHERS 7 3
POLITICAL VIOLENCE 7 4
OTHER 7 The need for trained teachers, socially stable environment, students are
hungry in class, they cannot adequately perform in class.
10) My hope is for the Haitian community to work together to improve their educational
system for the children's future.
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SURVEY ANSWER# 10
NAME: PR
GENDER: MALE
COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: HAITI, BON REPOS
LOCATION: URBAN
AGE: 25-30
PROFESSION: EDUCATOR
1) Primary
2) 11 or more
3) Yes, political changes and instability constitute a huge problem for the country. When
there is conflict on the streets, students are the one who suffer the most.
4) Yes, it has a lot of interference with schools, because when there is instability schools
are forced to close.
5) Most of the time, Haitian students do not know their history. In my opinion, to master
their culture and their history, they should be taught in their mother tongue (Creole).
6) There is no effort from the government to change the education system. Instead of
progress, we are only seeing regression and desperation.
7) In my opinion, students should be taught in their mother tongue. I only see this in
Haiti, where students learn math and social studies in another language (French).
8) I have clear and concise examples for you; when the situation is bad in Cite Soleil (one
of the Haiti Slum) people deserted the area to come to Bon Repos (where I live) which is
a quiet area. When they come here of course they bring their children with them, what do
you think will happen to the school demographics? New students equate to reviewing
class rules so every student can be on the same page.

9) POVERTY 7 2
LACK OF GOVERNMENT RESOURCES 7 1
AVAILABILITY OF TRAINED TEACHERS 7 4
POLITICAL VIOLENCE 7 3
OTHER 7 Lack of government organization to help schools.

10) My hope is for the students not to be influenced by other peoples' perception with
violence, they can acquire what they want. The students must be willing to achieve in
schools to have a bright future.
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SURVEY ANSWER# 11
NAME: NL
GENDER: FEMALE
COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: HAITI, CARREFOUR
LOCATION: URBAN
AGE: 31-40
PROFESSION: EDUCATOR

1) Primary and Secondary
2) 11 or more
3)NO
4) Yes, political disorders and civil violence have impacted the school where I taught
because students stop attending schools for fear of being attacked by protestors. To avoid
students being victimized, private school principals order them to close schools.
5) Of course, students must be exposed to their history. Remember a nation with no
history is a nation with no memory.
6) Yes, political trouble in certain ways affects me as a teacher. For instance, when I try
to go to work, I arrive at my class and it is empty, there are no students to teach. When
this continues to happen, the school director decides to close.
7) My personal opinion regarding education in Haiti is to revamp and restructure the
entire system. Since the country has a high rate of illiteracy, the government should be
involved by opening more public schools for students to have free education.
8) People did not really leave the area where I teach because it is considered to be a quiet
place to live.
9) POVERTY 7 2

LACK OF GOVERNMENT RESOURCES 7 1
AVAILABILITY OF TRAINED TEACHERS 7 4
POLITICAL VIOLENCE 7 3
OTHER (Explain) Lack of public schools; teachers need to attend seminars to update
their teaching strategies. Food also needs to be provided for students while in school.
Once students are hungry they cannot perform in class.
10) For me, there is a lot of hope, whenever there is life there is hope. There are lots of
educated people in Haiti; however, since education does not offer a decent salary, our
educated professionals do not choose the education field as an option.
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SURVEY ANSWER# 12
NAME:JCJ
GENDER: MALE
COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: HAITI, CARREFOUR
LOCATION: URBAN
AGE: 31-40
PROFESSION: EDUCATOR
OTHER: ACCOUNTANT/ADMINISTRATOR

1) Secondary
2) 11 or more
3) Yes, instability in a country creates unemployment, especially in Haiti where private
sectors monopolize most of the educational system.
4) Yes, political disorders affect all sectors in a nation ' s economic industry. Schools are
particularly the most affected.
5) I believe, students should be taught other real life survival courses, besides their
country history. By being exposed to trade courses, they will be marketable in the job
industry.
6) Yes, political upheavals and civil violence have made an impact on me as an educator.
When schools are closed, I can' t make a living. I have to wait until they open otherwise
there are no other available activities.
7) My suggestions are the following:
• Restructure all public schools to perform at a certain standard.
• Trained teachers so they can use different teaching strategies in class.
• Pay teachers a decent salary so they can stay in the teaching system longer.

•

8) As one can see, most of the government entities and businesses are concentrated in
Port-au-Prince, the country's capital. Whenever there is a problem in Port-au-Prince,
other cities are affected. I do not see other people leaving my area when there is a
political turmoil.

9) POVERTY 7 2

LACK OF GOVERNMENT RESOURCES 7 3
AVAILABILITY OF TRAINED TEACHERS 7 1
POLITICAL VIOLENCE 7 4
OTHER ?(Explain) The government is too careless. For instance, when there is a
hurricane, the government does not provide shelter for the victims. I remember the last
hurricane that hit Gonaives, students could not go to school for a long period of time in
affected areas. Also, students cannot perform well in class when they are hungry, a daily
meal in school should be one of the government's priorities. Finally, the health care
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system is non-existent. When my students are ill, if their parents cannot afford to take
them to a clinic, they can die for lack of basic proper care.
10) My hope is for Haiti to use their educated professionals to manage the country. Haiti
needs a big change that should start from the government to be involved in the welfare of
its citizens.

1I I

SURVEY ANSWER# 13
NAME: JG
GENDER: FEMALE
COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: HAITI, JACMEL
LOCATION: URBAN
AGE: 31-40
PROFESSION: EDUCATOR
1. Secondary

2) 6 to 10 years
3) Yes, there is no follow up in the Haitian educational system. The education
minister is an appointed position. Once, appointed, he will perform his job at his
own convenience.
4) Yes, in Haiti, any political agenda has gone through schools. Why? Because they
(politicians) use educational organizations to ensure that their agenda is well known
by the population. Rumors can stop teachers and students from going to school.
Haitian people live on rumors or "hearsay".
5) Well, students learn more from rumors and media.
6) Sometimes, the protestors are so violent throwing rocks and using abusive
language on the street. As a teacher, to protect myself, I stay home.
7) My suggestions are the following: politicians should not use schools or students to
make their political ideology known.
8) The city of Jacmel was a very peaceful and quiet area, fortunately when other
people moved from Port-au-Prince here, they tend to adapt to the area.
9) POVERTY -7 4
LACK OF GOVERNMENT RESOURCES -7 2
AVAILABILITY OF TRAINED TEACHERS -7 1
POLITICAL VIOLENCE -7 3
OTHER -7(Explain) School structure; corruption (anyone with no background
checks can operate a school).
10) My hope for Haiti is for our youngsters to be motivated in school. Also the
government should find a way to change the rampant corruption in the educational field.
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SURVEY ANSWER# 14
NAME: IC
GENDER: MALE
COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: HAITI, JACMEL (I AM CURRENTLY IN THE US)
LOCATION: URBAN
AGE: 41-50
PROFESSION: EDUCATOR
1) Secondary
2) 11 years or more

3)NO
4) Yes, when Lycee students are protesting on the street, the other private schools
released their students to join the protestors.
5) I CANNOT ANSWER THIS QUESTION.
6) YES, as an educator political and civil violence affects me. Students are unable to
cover the curriculum for the school year. Therefore the students are always behind in the
curriculum.
7) My suggestions are to restructure the entire school system in Haiti.
8) In the past year (2008), people did not leave my area. On the contrary, they moved in
to my area for fear of their children not being victimized by bandits.

9) POVERTY 7 1
LACK OF GOVERNMENT RESOURCES 7 3
AVAILABILITY OF TRAINED TEACHERS 7 2
POLITICAL VIOLENCE 7 4
OTHER 7 (Explain) corruption and cronyism, for instance, a primary public school
principal may not have a high school diploma while a normalien (a teacher who attends
the Haitian school of Education) is teaching in that same school.
10) If I may use this analogy to explain myself" I see Haitian education as a boat with no
captain relying on the natural force of the wind." The government is always talking about
change; but the change is yet to come.
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SURVEY ANSWER# 15
NAME:MCC
GENDER: FEMALE
COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE: HAITI, BOIS VERNA PORT-AU-PRINCE (I AM
CURRENTLY IN THE US)
LOCATION: URBAN
AGE: 41-50
PROFESSION: EDUCATOR

1) Primary

2) 6 to 10 years.
3) Yes, first of all, I used to teach in a private school. When parents cannot afford to pay
the school tuition they just kept their children at home or they found a cheaper school
around the area. To me, political changes mean violence and unemployment.
4) Yes, again most parents keep their children at home whenever there is a rumor of
political protest.
5) Since I had students in primary school, I teach them mutual respect. I also believe that
they should know their country history.
6) Yes, sure when people are on strike, it is very difficult to find public transportation. In
Haiti, there is no government public transportation. Any rumor of protests makes bus and
taxi owners keep their vehicles away from the street. Otherwise, they will see their
vehicles being torched by bandits during protests. The government will not do anything
to stop bandits from vandalizing private properties.
7) My opinion is that the government should provide a daily meal for all schools in Haiti.
When students are hungry they cannot perform or learn the materials being taught in
class.
8) In my area, people used to move in from other areas due to the fact my area was very
peaceful and quiet.
9) POVERTY 7 1
LACK OF GOVERNMENT RESOURCES 7 2
AVAILABILITY OF TRAINED TEACHERS 7 3
POLITICAL VIOLENCE 7 4
OTHER 7 (Explain) Lack of public schools. All children should have access to
equal education.
10) For now, I would like for the government to take its responsibility by providing
schools for all children. Schools should also hire only teachers with credentials. The
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hiring process of a teacher should not be based on cronyism or how cheap he/she can
work.
After High school, most students who cannot be admitted at a university choose to go the
teaching route without having basic teacher's training. What can one expect from these
people fresh out of high school teaching high school level courses? Nothing, because they
do not know the subject area they are teaching. Most private schools hire them because
they are very cheap on the teaching job market.
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